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SUMMARY 

The electrification of a system consisting of a metal and polytetrafluoro-
ethylene (Teflon) has been investigated under relative motion. First, 
the electrification charge received by the insulator was measured when 
velocity, radius of curvature of the metal electrode and normal force 
were varied. The measure ments were performed both in atmospheric pressure 
and later under vacuum, since electrical breakdown sometimes limited the 
charge of the insulator. 

The results of these investigations indicated that the electrification 
charge received by the insulator is proportional to the real area of 
contact. Electrification in the sliding mode might therefore be analysed 
and interpreted as simply as in lifting experiments. 

Electrification experiments were then carried out using several metals, 
and a linear relation was found between the insulator charge density and 
the metal work function. This result together with the short charging 
time observed suggest a charging mechanism, in which electrons from the 
metal fill empty surface states in the insulator up to a level corresponding 
to the Fermi level of the metal. 
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Definition and practical consequences 

The conception "static electrification" has in the widest sense been defined 
by Loeb (1958) to include all processes producing segregation of positive 
and negative electrical charges by mechanical actions which operate by 
contact or impact between solid surfaces, between solid and liquid surfaces, 
or in the rupture or separation of solid or liquid surfaces by gases or 
otherwise,including also ionized gases. These involve such processes as 
frictional, contact, or triboelectrification, spray electrification and 
electrification in dust, snow or in thunderstorms. 

Many effects which have their origin in static electrification are familiar 
to everyone. Anyone wh o has ever walked across a rug in a dry room and 
received a shock from a metal doorknob has had a first-hand experience of 
an electrostatic effect. Another one, on a grander scale, is thunder and 
lightning.Although static electrification is a thing of everyday occurrence 
surprisingly little is known about the processes leading to the accumula
tion of charge on insulating materials. 

Electrostatic phenomena have many technoloqical consequences.'They are 
responsible for destructive dust explosions in sugar mills, granaries and 
in coal handling for instance. Electrostatics is also strongly suspected 
in several recent disastrous explosions aboard oil tankers. The infrequent 
disasters, however, are far outnumbered by the nuisance effects. Charge 
may accumulate on running belts, yarns, plastic films, paper and kindred 
materials to the point where an industrial process will have to shut down 
temporarily. Aircraft can also become highly charged from flying through 
dust,sleet or snow. Their communications equipment can be rendered useless or 
their control system can be damaged by subsequent discharges. These effects 
result from uncontrolled static electrification but in cases where 
one can control the electrification process one can make use of it. Examples 

of the successful use of static electricity are electrostatic precipitation 
of particulate industrial wastes, such as fly ash, dust and fumes; electro
static separation of mixed granular solids, principally minerals; electro
static coating, both wet and dry, and electrostatic imaging, the best known 
example of which is the xerographic process. The Van de Graaff generator 
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used for high-voltage testing and the acceleration of subatomic particles 
works by electrostatic principles. The history of electrostatics is very 
long and the simplest effect of this kind was known to the ancient Greeks. 
A b rief historical outline may therefore be of some interest. 

1.2 Historical survey 

It may have been known in remote antiquity that a piece of amber which has 
been rubbed, perhaps first accidentally against the skins with which early 
man clothed himself, attracts to itself the hairs of fur and other light 
objects. Amber was used by the ancients as a jewel and for ornamentation, 
and is the fossil resin of pine trees which probably have been extinct for 
many m illions of years. Among the Greeks amber came to be called "electron". 

There is no extant written record about the amber effect until the early 
part of the 4th century B.C. when Plato mentioned it 1n one of his dialogues. 
Otherwise Thaïes of Miletus (6th-century B.C.) 1s credited with having 
observed the amber effect. Such credit, however, is based entirely on 
hearsay, for none of Thaïes" writings is extant. During the following two 
thousand years no progress was made except that some other substances were 
found to possess the same virtue as amber. 

In the year 1600, however, Gilbert proved that the "amber effect" is induced 
by friction 1n quite a large class of bodies, among which he mentioned glass, 
sulphur and sealing wax. A fo rce which was manifested by so many different 
kinds of matter seemed to need a name o f its own; accordingly Gilbert gave 
to it the name " electric", which it has retained ever since. Du Fay dis
covered in 1733 that there were two kinds of electricity, namely that of 
transparent solids such as glass and that of resinous bodies such as amber. 
To the two kinds of electricity, whose existence he demonstrated, du Fay 
gave the names "vitreous" and "resinous". The notations "positive" and 
"negative" electricity were introduced by Franklin. This discovery made it 
possible to arrange different substances 1n a sequence according to their 
disposition to acquire a positive or a negative charge. The first person to 
set up such a sequence, or tri bo-electric series as it 1s called today, 
was the Swedish scientist, J.C. Wilcke, who mad e a list of common substances 
in such a way that any member of the list exhibits a positive charge if 
rubbed with a substance Tower down on the list and a negative charge if 
rubbed with a substance above it. 
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The principle of conservation of electric charge was first formulated by 
Watson in 1746 and independently by Frank!in,;unaware of Watson's hypo
thesis 1n 1747. From t heir experiments they were able to _ 

conclude that electricity was not created by rubbing two substances against 
each other but existed in all matter in its normal state, and by rubbing 
a certain amount was transferred from one substance to the other in such 
a way that the total quantity of electricity in än insulated system is 
invariable. In 1766 Priestly showed that the force which two electric 
charges exerts on each other is proportional to the inverse square of the 
distance between them. This result was not generally accepted until Coulomb 
in 1785 verified Priestley's findings. By the laws of conservation of 
electric charge and force between charged bodies electricity was raised 
to the position of an exact science, and when Henley in 1772 constructed 
the first electrometer, it also became possible to measure the magnitude 
of charges. Quantitative measurements were not made until 1834, however, 
when Pêclet carried out the only substantial work done before the beginning 
of the twentieth century, when sporadic activity commenced. 

The chief theoretical ideas advanced before the advent of quantum mechanics 
stem from those of Volta and Helmholtz. Volta in 1789 postulated that the 
source of the frictional electrification of two bodies lies in the contact 
between them, rather than some effects due to friction. Rubbing serves 
merely to increase the area of contact. Helmholtz in 1879 accepted this 
picture, in addition postulating that a double layer of charge only a few 
atoms thick is formed at the region of contact. This Volta-Helmholtz hypo
thesis, as it is frequently called, has a substantial history of acceptance 
and rejection by various workers. Another hypothesis was published in 1898 
and is called Coehn's law. It states that substances with a high dielectric 
constant in contact with substances of a lower dielectric constant charge 
positively in relation to the substance of lower dielectric constant. The 
law was extended later to the statement that the charge produced is propor
tional to the difference in dielectric constants. The f irst theory about 
the origin of frictional electricity was propounded by Frenke! in 1917. He 
used the concept "intrinsic potential" for an insulator corresponding to the 
work function for a metal. Frenke! assumed that electrons were driven from 
the material with the smaller value of the potential to the material with 
the larger value of the potential. 
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Activity in the field of static electrification was rather desultory 
during the first decades of the twentieth century and died off almost 
completely in about 1930, at which time it could be fairly said that no 
clear picture of either the qualitative or quantitative phenomena had 
emerged. But in the late 1940's, stimulated to a great extent by the 
demands of tlie textile ^nd the.plasttc Industries, the,problem began 
tQ be tackled afresh,. 

1.3 Introduction 

Transfer of charge carriers between solid bodies in contact becomes obser
vable only after separation of the charged surfaces by some means. This 
separation may be effected by motion perpendicular to the area of contact, 
that is by lifting or rolling, or by motion tangential to the surface, 
that is by sliding one body on another. The distinction between these modes 
of separation is not complete, however, since in practice lifting or 
rolling certainly involves some sliding, and vice versa. In order to under
stand the process of static electrification satisfactorily one would have 
to consider the two main modes of motion separately. The charge remaining 
on an insulator after a perpendicular separation has already been subject 
to quantitative investigation, and the surface charge density could be 
correlated with the work function of the metal electrode, this property 
being determined by an independent method (Arridge 1967, Davies 1967a, 1969). 
The magnitude of the surface charge density can, however, still not be 
predicted from independently measured properties of the solids involved, 
which would constitute a reasonable aim of the theory. 

The mechanis m of charge transfer between metals is well understood (Harper 
1951), whereas there is much uncertainty about what the relevant properties 
are where insulators are concerned. There seem therefore to be better 
chances of success for theoretical and experimental studies of metal-
insulator systems than of insulator-insulator systems. In sliding experi
ments, metals also have the advantage of high thermal conductivity which 
provides good temperature control 1n the contact area. The reason for 
choosing Teflon*^ as the insulator in the present investigation was mainly 
its high electrical resistivity, which simplifies the interpretation of 
the results, but also its low friction coefficient and its chemical inertness. 

x) Teflon is Du Pont's registered trademark for its fluorocarbon resin 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 
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It also has a Tow s urface energy compared with analogous hydrocarbons so 
that the surface does not accept impurities extensively. A pla ne surface 
was chosen for the insulator and a spherical one for the metal, since this 
was considered to be a reasonable approximation to any simple sliding 
situation. 
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2 CHARGING M ECHANISMS 

One goal of static electrification experiments has been to arrange various 
materials into a triboelectric series, and the first one was set up in 1757 
by Wilcke as mentioned earlier. The charging of common materials such as 
glass, metal oxides, furs and fabrics was, however, found to be unpredictable, 
and the charging of some groups of materials could not be fitted into a 
linear series at all. More recently Skinner et al (1956), Rose and Ward (1957) 
Fukada and Fowler (1958) and Henniker (1962), among others, have published 
tribo-electric series which contain synthetic polymers, and from these it 
can be noticed that polytetrafluoroethylene, polyethylene and polystyrene 
are found at the negative end and nylon and polymethylmethacrylate at the 
positive end. 

If the charging of two m aterials in contact always resulted from the 
exchange of a single type of charge carrier common to both of them, the 
direction of transfer being determined by the relative affinities of 
the surfaces for the carrier, then a unique triboelectric series would 
exisit. This is the case when only metals are involved, the charge carriers 
being electrons and the direction of transfer depending on the relative 
position of their Fermi levels. Coehn's law can also be explained on this 
basis. An ion or electron being equidistant between the surfaces of two 
dielectrics will be more s trongly attracted to the one with the higher 
dielectric constant if the conditions are the same in other respects. 

The inconsistency between the findings of various investigators can partly 
be explained by the different preparation methods used and by the fact that 
many o f the materials are not well-defined. That a unique tribo-electric 
series has not been established indicates however that more than one 
charging mechanism ma y be involved in electrification processes. 

The s liding of one body on another involves some amount of friction, and 
the role of friction in charging processes has been the subject of much 
debate. It has been stated that the action of rubbing is merely to increase 
the area of close contact between two surfaces, thereby increasing the 
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Charge transferred by processes requiring only contact. This statement 
is exactly the earlier mentioned Volta-Helmholtz hypothesis. Friction win 
certainly have this effect, but the charging of two identical pieces of 
material by asymmetric rubbing must be a consequence of the expenditure 
of energy in friction. Experiments of this kind were first performed by 
Shaw (1927), and their importance has been emphasized by Henry (1953). 
Two s imilar rods of the same insulating material are rubbed as if one were 
being sawn by the other, whereby the rods acquire charges of opposite sign, 
the signs reversing when the manner of rubbing the two rods is interchanged. 
The only difference that can account for one rod becoming positive and the 
other negative is the difference in the ways in which the work expended in 
friction affects the rods. Harper (1967 a) makes a distinction between 
"smooth" sliding, where points of contact are multiplied but the sliding 
is not otherwise significant at the contact and separation of the undula
tions, and "rough" sliding, in which contact and separation involve the 
seizure and fracture of material. Truly fractional charging would be a 
consequence of rough sliding, whereas smooth sliding implies contact char
ging according to the Volta-Helmholtz hypothesis. 

Solid bodies may a lso receive surface charges by deformation or cleavage. 
References to works dealing with this kind of charging are found in the 
bibliography at the end. 

Before discussing the various charging mechanisms for systems involving 
insulators, it is valuable to see to what extent the conventional energy 
band model for insulators can be applicable to polymers. These materials 
are more or less crystalline, so the existence of a band structure is not 
so obvious. The author has used a polymer, Teflon, with a crystalli- f 
nity of about 60% in the electrification experiments to be described later. 

2.1 Electronic properties of polymers 

Estimates of the position of energy levels for insulators, based on either 
theory or experiment, are scarce even for simple substances. Montgomery 
(1959) outlines a model for fiber-forming polymers proceeding from the 
electron affinity and the ionization potential of the constituent molecules. 
Krupp (1971) derives the energy levels for a polymer in a similar way, which 
is quoted below. 
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First, we look at the electronic properties of individual molecules in 
the gas phase. 
Second, we c ondense these molecules into a molecular crystal. 
Third, we take the molecular crystal as a model of a polymer. The elec
tronic properties of a polymer are determined primarily by that constituent 
group in which the electrons are least firmly bound. Thus an electronic model 
of for instance polytetrafluoroethylene is a molecular crystal of fluorocar-
bon chains. In this simplified picture different degrees of crystallinity of 
the polymers are ignored. Using the first and second steps of this procedure 
we obtain the energy band description of a molecular crystal shown in figure 
2 j. 

ELECTRONIC 
ENERGY 

GAS 
MOLECULAR 
CRYSTAL 

A; 

. I L I  Y tc  

- E[ 

. J 
• 

Figure 2.1 Energy levels of a molecular crystal derived from the energy 
states of gas molecules. A « 0.1-1 eV; P « 1 .5-2 eV; I « 8-11 eV. 
A i s the electron affinity, P the polarization energy, I the 
ionization energy. After Krupp (1971). 

The energy difference I-A between the negative and the positive molecular 
ion in the gaseous state is reduced by 2P whe n the solid is formed. This 
polarization energy is gained by these two ions polarizing their respective 
environments in the solid. Hence, the corresponding band gap 1n the solid is 
Eg - I - A - 2P (2.1) 
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A second conduction band E^. is obtained by placing a free electron into 
the solid so that again a polarization energy P is gained. In this case, 
the electron is not in an orbital of a constituent molecule. The e nergy 
difference between the first (Ec) and the second (E1) band is 
E' - Ec - A C (2.2) 

This extrapolation from the properties of gas molecules is justified by 
the fact that a long chain of atoms is connected by primary valence bonds 
having large penetration of electron charge densities along the chain, 
whereas transverse to the axis of the fiber there are secondary valence 
bonds between atoms of different chains, and there is only slight inter-
penetration of electron charge clouds. Thus the properties of the constituent 
atoms of a chain are greatly affected by being built into a chain, whereas 

the properties of the chains themselves are affected little by being built 
into an aggregate. The intramolecular binding energies are j> 3 eV and the 
interniciecular ones about 0.1 eV ac cording to Krupp. For the same reason 
the width of the energy bands Ey and Ec is of the order of 0.1 eV o nly. 

-46eV 

© 

Figure 2.2 Electronic levels in a polymer. After Bauser et al (197T). 

Following Bauser et al (1971), we now ta ke the final step from a molecular 
crystal to a polymeric insulator, see figure 2.2. Instead of a valence band 
Ey and a conduction band Ec one has individual energy levels closely spaced 
with respect to location (irttermolecular distance) and energy (fraction of 
1 eV). Each level represents a whole molecular unit (e.g. fluorocarbon chain) 
The energy differences are due to local differences in the overlap integrals 
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which, in turn, result from differences in the local molecular environment 
of each molecular unit. 

In order to arrive at a more realistic picture, figure 2.2 has to be modi
fied by introducing surface states and bulk defect states within the energy 
gap. The complete energy diagram of a polymer is shown in figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3 Energy diagram of a polymer including surface states and 
bulk defect levels. After Krupp (1971). 

Bauser et al (1971) say that these trap levels in the energy gap are due 
to chemical and mechanical defects, and the surface states iare due in 
addition to specific surface defects such as oxidation.products, broken 
chains and adsorbed molecules. 

Because of the small energy differences between the localized conduction 
and valence levels in a polymer these can as an approximation be represen
ted by a solid line as in conventional energy level diagrams of insulators. 

2.2 Contact charging mechanisms 

A gr eat deal of empirical evidence has accumulated concerning the charging 
of insulators, but there is still, no great consensus of opinion about the 
mechanisms involved. Charging mechanisms can be classified according to 
the type of charge carrier transferred, electrons and ions. 
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2.2.1 Electron transfer 

Several authors, for instance Gonsalves (1953), V1ck (1953) and Arthur 
(1955),have discussed the possibility of electron transfer between 
crystalline insulators and other materials in terms of the band theory 
of the solid state, and some detailed calculations have been made by 
Van Ostenburg and Montgomery (1958) and Harper (1967 b). According to 
Morris (1970) the most likely relative dispositions of the various elec
tronic energy levels which can arise at a metal-insulator contact are 
shown in figure 2.4. 

0 
T~T 

m 

Insulator Metal Insulator 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.4 Diagram of electronic energy levels in a metal and insulators in 
which the Fermi level is (a) above and (b) below that in the 
metal. The m aterials are not in contact. After Morris (1970). 

In these diagrams the energy levels are shown before contact. Wm is the 
work function of the metal, x 1s the electron affinity of the insulator 
and Eg is the width of the energy range which, according to the simple 
band theory of crystals, is forbidden to electrons in the material. Morris 
asserts that the value of Wm is usually from 3 to 5 eV, x 1s from 0.5 to 
2 eV and Eg is from 5 to 9 eV f or a good insulator. The depth of the Fermi 
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i  
level 1n the Insulator, W,j, is conventionally taken as x + 7 Eg. 

Both Van Ostenburg and Montgomery (1958) and Harper (1967 b) calculate 
the charging that would occur by electron transfer at contact between a 
metal and an insulator from the [premiss_that when contact equili
brium has been established the Fermi levels of the two m aterials must 
be lined up horizontally. That it must be so can be seen from the following 
thermodynamical argument. Suppose two sets of energy levels, distinguished 
by the subscripts 1 and 2, are in thermal equilibrium at constant pressure 
and temperature. This means that the Gibbs thermodynamic potential G of the 
combined system should be a minimum,.I.e. when one electron Is transferred 
from system 1 to system 2, the resulting change dG « dG-j + dGg should vanish. 
Now ac cording to thermodynamics 
T dS = dE + pdV - ydN (2.3) 

where T is the temperature, S the entropy, E the total energy, p the pressure, 
V th e volume, y the electrochemical potential and N th e number of particles. 
Now -y /T is the change in entropy per particle added at constant E and V, 
so that 

u--T<fj})E>v <»•«> 

At constant pressure and temperature, therefore, 

dG » d(E - TS + pV) » ydN (2.5) 

Applying this to the combined systems under consideration and keeping in 
mind that dN^ • -dN£, we may w rite as the condition for equilibrium at 
constant p and T 

y^N, + v2dN2 = 0 (2.6) 

or 

Vi = P2 

Equilibrium thus requires that the y*s of the two systems be the same. 
But at low temperatures y is close to the Fermi energy Ep 1n value, so 
that for two sets of electronic levels, the Fermi level must be the same 
in equilibrium. 
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For two m etals in contact this leads to the establishment of a contact 
potential between them. Consider as in figure 2.5 two m etals with different 
work functions and Wg. 

t 

ill 
t 

ill • 
WÄ 

(a) ( b )  

Figure 2.5 Energy diagram for two m etals, (a) before contact, (b) in 
contact. 

When the two metals are brought into contact electrons will pass over from 
one metal to the other in such a way a s to equalize the Fermi levels of 
the metals. One metal charges positively and the other negatively, which 
causes a potential difference between them, called the contact potential, 

equal to 
w2 -w, 

Consider now the case when the insulator (b) and the metal in figure 2.4 
are brought together, as shown in figure 2.6. The Fermi level in the 
insulator is lower than that in the metal and must thus be raised to comply 
with the condition mentioned above. That is, higher levels in the insulator 
must become more likely to be occupied and lower levels less likely to be 
empty. This makes the Insulator negatively charged since 1t was electrically 
neutral before contact was established. The Fermi level in the metal is 
lowered and the converse is true; it will be positively charged by suppor
ting the electrons which charge the insulator negatively. In metals the 
layers of charge are of molecular dimensions, but such concentrated layers 
of charge cannot be accommodated in the levels which ace available in 
insulators, so that the charge layers will be of a considerable thickness. 
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The charging process superposes an electrostatic potential 1n the insulator 
given by Poisson*s equation. The charge density appearing in Poisson"s 
equation is equal to the difference between the concentration of positive 
holes in the valence band and the concentration of electrons in the con
duction band multiplied by the electronic charge. These concentrations can 
be obtained by multiplying the density of states in the valence band and 
conduction band respectively by the probability of these states being 
occupied, when the Fermi level has been displaced an amount eV du e to the 
space charge. 

For an insulator containing no surface states or impurity levels, according 
to Harper (1967b), Poisson's equation will then be of the form 

• a sinh (2.8) 
dx 

where a is a constant. When the insulator is in equilibrium with the metal, 
the displaced Fermi level 1n the insulatpr must be at the same height as 
the Fermi level in the metal. This situation is illustrated in figure 2.6b. 

P 

n 
i-M 

f .L. 

x=o 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.6 Diagram of electronic energy levels in a metal-insulator system. 
(a) The materials are separated, (b) The m aterials are in con
tact and equilibrium has been established. 
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The condition mentioned above implies that 

V *••*<,"* S <2 '9> 

where VQ is the value of V a t x = 0 . Thus, the first boundary condition 
to be satisfied is 

*V 7 Eg + * - t2J0) 

The second boundary condition is 

dV 
"3x 

= 0 at x = °° (2.11) 

From eq uation (2.8) the charge per unit area of charge layer a in the 
insulator can now be found, and appears to be 

„vn I cr « exp (—^y~) 

If one considers the case where the metal and the insulator (a) in figure 
2.4 are brought together, it will be found that the insulator charges 
positively with the charge per unit area given by 

X+Ea " Wm a « exp ( --) 

Thus charge transfer, on this theory would be exponentially dependent on 
the work function of the metal and negligibly small unless 1»^ happened to 
be very close to either x or (x+Eg)- Furthermore, if one calculates the 
thickness of the charge layer, it is found to be much larger than the 
dimensions of insulators used in electrification experiments. However, 
putting ^ = 0 at x = L where L is the thickness of the specimen, instead of 
at x = does not in principle alter the preceding results according to 
Harper (1967 b). 

These calculations exclude the presence of localized electron or hole 
trapping sites in the insulator which have energies in thé "forbidden" 
range. Harper (1967 b) considers the contact between a metal and an insula
tor containing such traps. He concludes that significant contact charging 
might arise from the filling up of previously empty e lectron traps in an 
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insulator as a result of contact with a metal, but that doubts about this 
charging mechanism o ccur as one considers the time scale. In order to 
find the localized electron levels in which electrons from*the metal become 
captured, these electrons have to diffuse through insulating material in 
which the resistivity is unaffected by the presence of traps. When this 
diffusion process is completed, the concentration gradient gives rise to 
a diffusion transport of électrons which is balanced by the electrical 
current which flows down the potential gradient. The rate at which equili
brium is set up by diffusion is therefore correlated with the rate at which 
charge is transported by the electric field when equilibrium has been 
reached. This can be calculated from the resistivity of the material. If 
the time constant associated with the charging is T, then the order of 
magnitude will be given by the charge divided by the mean current and this 
is 

t = 1$̂  o • (2.12) 

where p is the resistivity, X i s the thickness of the charge layer, V i s 
the potential, which multiplied by e gives the shift of the Fermi level 
1n order to establish thermodynamic equilibrium and a is the charge per 
unit area of the insulator. There 1s a relation between the thickness of 
the layer and the density of traps, N, of the form 

12 -3 Harper gives a numerical example with following values: N » 10 cm , for 
which X beco mes 3,3 x 10"^ cm, V = 1 V, o - 0.53 x 10"® C cnf^ and p » 

18 • 10 a cm. These values give t ^ 41 days. For an insulator to be a good 
one, the trap density cannot be exceptionally large and with observed values 
of charge densities the charging process would take too long to be observable 
in general. 

Bauser et al (1971) estimate the charging time from another basis, and 
they consider polymers. They a rgue that as long as tunnelling between 
impurity levels can be neglected, something which must be true of highly 
insulating polymers, the traps have to be filled via the conduction levels. 
An upper limit for the current injected into the insulator can be calculated 
from the Richardson equation for thermionic emission 



j < s AT 6xp(-Wg^|y/kT} (2.13) 

where Wfiff = % - x. 

For = 1 eV the time necessary for accumulating a surface charge of 
10"® C cm"2 will be longer than 3 minutes and if W » 2 eV i t will take 

14 more than 5 x 10 days to achieve this charge density. Actually j may b e 
much smaller than but even if j = there is no appreciable 
charge transfer to the polymer within a reasonable time unless Wg^ <1 eV. 

In order to explain the results obtained from electrification experiments 
Bauser et al consider the effect of the occurrence of surface states. 

Before contact the surface states will be filled to a level corresponding 
to the Fermi level of the insulator. Band bending in the insulator is ignored. 
When bringing it Into contact with a metal, surface states between this limit 
and the Fermi level of the metal can be filled or emptied instantaneously, 
depending on whether the Fermi level of the metal lies above or below that 
of the insulator. 

If the density of surface states is not too large, all the states between 
the insulator and metal Fermi level will be filled (or emptied), see figure 
2.7. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.7 Charging of an insulator by contact with a metal, (a) before 
contact, (b) immediately after contact is established, (c) 
after a long time when thermodynamic equilibrium is. attained. 

The instantaneous filling of the surface states causes only a small poten
tial difference so that no thermodynamic equilibrium is established by this 
mechanism only. In a second step equilibrium is established by the forma
tion of a space charge Involving bulk levels, but this process will take 
a very long time. 

For a high density of surface states the Fermi level of the insulator will 
be closely fixed to the surface because enough surface states close to 
the Fermi level can be filled in order to raise it up to the Fermi level of 
the metal, I.e. in order to build up the contact potential. 

According to Krupp (1971) the charge per unit area of the insulator can be 
written 

o = - eDsiM1 (2.14) 

since all charges are in surface states. 
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Dg is the number of surface states per unit area arid unit energy, and is 
assumed to be constant. ûHj is the shift of the sörface Fermi level caused 
by the surface charge. When the surface states are filled up to the Fermi 
level of the metal the energy necessary to take an electron from the Fermi 
level of the metal onto that of the insulator surface is zero, thus 

Wm + eV - Wi - aW1 (2.15) 

V i s the potential difference in the gap between the metal and the insulator 
and is given by 

V = - SI (2.16) 
e0 

e2z where z is the width of the gap. If D„ is not too large so that D. « 1 
s e0 5 . then . 

a --eDs (^ - (2.17) 

for the surface charge density of the insulator. The energy distribution 
of the surface states is considered to be continuous. 

Thus the surface charge a of the insulator after contact with a metal is 
directly proportional to its surface state density Dg and to work function 
difference. 

Several experiments have been reported on the charging of insulators, 
mostly polymers, by contact with metals. The linear relationship between 
o and WJJJ  has been confirmed by for instance Arridge? (1967), Davies (1967a, 
1969), Inculet and Wituschek (1967), Challande (1971) and Cunningham and 
Hood (1970). In the experiments of Arridge (1967), threads of nylon were 
charged statically by light contact with various metals, the contact poten
tials of which were measured against Au at the same time. Davies (1967Ô) 
measured the charge density deposited on polythene and boron aluminosilicate 

-5 glass by contact with various metals in a vacuum o f 10 torr. The contact 
potentials of the metals used were measured during the experiments. These 
investigations were later extended to include a number of polymers.(Daviès 
1969). Davies then made use of rolling contact between an earthed contact 
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wheel, comprising segments of different metals, and polymeric specimens 
mounted on an earthed drum. The c ontact time was long to ensure charge 
saturation. Inculet and Wituschek (1967) studied the charge deposited on 
borosilicate glass by various metals sliding on the glass in a vacuum of 

-7 3 X 10 torr. The charge densities obtained were correlated to values of 
the metal work functions not measured in the same experiment but taken from 
another investigator. The same is valid for the experiments of Challande 
(1971), in which he rubbed wires of various metals against sapphire. 
Cunningham and Hood (1970) altered the work functions of the metals used in 
the contact charging of X-ray films by manipulating the surfaces. 

Hays and Donald (1972) investigated the contact charging between mercury 
and thin polymer films on a grounded substrate. The e ffect of an external 
electric field on mercury-polymer charging was studied by applying a bias 
voltage between the mercury and the grounded substrate. They found that 
the variation of the contact charge density with the applied field was 
approximately linear, and the charge density did not depend on contact 
time when it exceeded a few seconds. From t he latter result they concluded 
that surface rather than bulk properties of the polymer are the determining 
factors in charge exchange. Extending the theory of Bauser et al (1971) 
and Krupp (1971) to include external electric fields, the charge density 
o(Eß) for an applied field E^ w ill be 

a(EA) - eDs(Wrtl + eEAz - Mi) (2M8) 

The fact that a varied approximately linearly with E^, together with the 
observation of the short charging time, supports this theory. 

On the other hand, the charging of - in spheres of amber, polyethylene, 
polystyrene, nylon, polymethylmethacrylate, polytetrafluoroethylene and 
ceresin wax against j - in spheres of steel, chromium and gold was found 
by Harper (1953, 1967 c) to be below the limit of sensitivity of his 

-10 -2  apparatus (3 x 10 C cm ). These materials were classified as electro-
phobic, .whereas others which charged freely such as quartz, silica, magne
sium oxide and glass, were called electrophilic. A va riety of cleaning 
procedures was used, so the lack of charging of the electrophobic insulators 
was unlikely to be due to contamination. Harper concluded that when electro-
phobic insulators really do charge it is due to electrophilic contamination. 
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Furthermore, the charging of electrophllic insulators did not show any 
correlation with the metal work function. From thèse findings Harper con
cludes that electrons cannot be involved in the charging of insulators. 

2.2.2 Ion transfer 

Electrons are thus ruled out as charge carriers in electrification experi
ments by Harper, and he suggests a mechanism f or ionic transfer as being 
the most important one in electrification experiments where insulators are 
involved. This mechanism was first considered by Henry (1957) for two in
sulators in contact, and works so that adventitious ions from a surface on 
which they are lightly bound cross to another on which they are somewhat 
more strongly bound, or that these ions diffuse from a surface on which 
they are abundant to another on which they are less abundant. 

A fr eshly formed surface will frequently be covered with "dangling bonds" 
and is not permanently stable. In the course of time it will stabilize itself 
by attracting stray atoms or ions from the surroundings. A pr obable way is 
for it to adsorb oxygen. Since oxygen can accept an electron into a deep 
level, the surface is likely to become negatively charged. It must then 
acquire positive ions fron the surroundings to become neutral. These posi
tive ions may be lightly bound to the surface. Harper (1967 d) considers a 
simple situation in which ions of charge e are relatively loosely bound to 
the surfaces of two materials, there being ions of opposite sign, to com
pensate the charge, more d eeply bound to the surfaces, so that only the 
first kind of ion can escape from one surface and cross to the other when 
these come into contact. The potential energy of the ions is given as a 
function of the position between the surfaces in figure 2.8. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.8 Potential energy curves for an ion between two surfaces. 
After Harper (1967 d). 

In (a) the surfaces are far apart and the energy wells near the surfaces 
are quite separate. As the surfaces come t ogether the two wells overlap, 
(b), and in (c) the surfaces are so close that the ions belong effectively to 
them both, and there is a single narrow energy well. As the surfaces move 
apart a hump appears at the bottom of the energy well, and this divides the 
ions into a group that will subsequently belong to one surface and a group 
that will belong to the other. Let there be a difference in energy W between 
an ion at the bottom of one well and at the bottom of the other at the criti
cal gap b for which the redistribution is complete. Let the number of mobile 
ions before contact be n.| and ng per unit area of the two surfaces respec
tively. If n ions per unit area cross from one surface to the other as a 
result of contact, the final distribution is n^ - n and ng + n on the two 
surfaces respectively and the surface charge densities - ne. The energy W 
refers to a single ion unaffected by the presence of other ions. The charge 
densities on the surfaces give rise to an electric field in the gap equal to 
—. The total work required to transfer a single ion, allowing for the 
eo 2 
other ions that have been transferred, is therefore -— b - W. The distribu

te 
tion function which applies to ions in the present problem is Boltzmann's 
function, which gives the ratio 



n«, - n ru - ri 
ïï-n; ' exP( (2.19) 

By taking logarithms and rearranging.one obtains for the charge density 

Vf + kT 1 n(n-| - n)/(n2 + n) 

If n.| • n2 ant' there are plenty of ions so that n « n^ and n2, the 
formula reduces to 

This is a simple levelling up. The double layer of positive and negative 
charge on the two surfaces shifts the energy wélls belonging to the two 
surfaces until they are at the same depth, so that no further transfer of 
ions occurs. If however n^ 4 n2, the initial abundance of ions on the two 
surfaces being different, then a second term is involved which does not dis
appear for W = 0. Charging occurs because of diffusion of ions from the 
surface on which they are more abundant to the surface on which they are 
less abundant. The diffusion would continue until the abundance on the two 
surfaces was the same, were it not for the fact that the ions are charged. 
The c harge transferred produces an electric field which discourages further 
transfer and ultimately terminates 1t. 

The author is however not aware of any case in which such * transfer of ions 
has clearly been proved to be the charging mechanism. 

Many s urfaces are covered with a water layer under laboratory conditions, 
and this water layer, normally several molecules thick, will usually contain 
dissolved impurities. Such impurities are likely to be ionized and the ions 
could be a source of electrification. Since it is certain that many insula
tors can charge when completely dry, this mechanism cannot be all-important 
as is maintained by some Investigators. There are however e xperiments which 
can very well be explained on the basis of electrolytic charging. This mecha
nism can be illustrated by experiments described by Knoblauch (1902). They 
were performed with powders of varying chemical nature. A small quantity 
of the powder was placed on a plate and then allowed to slide off. Glass and 
platinum plates, and plates coated with sulphur or paraffin wax were used. 

We 
« •ne * sr (2.21) 
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Irrespective of what powder was used, the sulphur was left negatively and 
the glass plate positively charged. Acid powders charged the platinum and 
paraffin plates positively and basic powders negatively. The o utstanding 
fact was the strong correlation between the sign of charging and acidic or 
basic properties. Knoblauch explains the mechanism i n the following way: 
Some water is always present in the neighbourhood of the contact. H+ and 
OH ions, when present, diffuse into the water layer and away from the 
contact. Being light ions, they diffuse further than sluggish heavy ions 
and are the ones most likely to be left behind when contact is broken. Thus, 
acids and bases tend to charge chemically inactive and insoluble plates 
(platinum and paraffin) positively and negatively respectively. Glass sur
faces, however, are slightly soluble and strongly basic in character, and 
this over-rides the nature of the powder, the glass becoming positive. 
Sulphur, an acid-forming element, works the opposite way and becomes nega
tive. 

More recent experiments of Medley (1953) point even more clearly to electro
lytic charging. Basic and acidic resins were found to acquire positive and 
negative charges respectively when shaken from a filter paper. De-acidite 
is a strong base and Pennuti t sulphonated polystyrene is a strong acid and 
due to electrolytic dissociation in adsorbed water 

R. NOH • R.N+ + OH" 

R. SO3H t R.SO3 + H+ 

De-acidite became positive and Permutit negative presumably owing to the 
transfer of the hydroxy! and hydrogen ions to the paper because the other 
ion constitutes a part of the polymer matrix and is not free to move. 

2.3 Frictional charging mechanisms 

The e xperiments involving asymmetric rubbing of identical rods performed by 
Shaw (1927) and Henry (1953) are probably the most striking evidence of true 
frictional charging. Henry (1957) has put forward a theory concerning 
asymmetric rubbing in which charging depends upon the temperature gradient 
across the interface. Where a given spot on one surface is continually 
brought against fresh unrubbed places on the other, there will be a large 
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temperature gradient maintained across the interface. This will cause any 
mobile particles to travel more frequently from the hot to the cold region, 
a process analogous to the Thomson effect in metals. If the mobile particles 
are charged and predominantly of one sign, there will be a net transfer of 
charge from one surface to the other which will continue until the increasing 
electrostatic field caused by the charge built up balances the thermal effect 
and stops further transfer. The charge carriers may be electrons or ions, 
positive or negative, and if mobile ions of both signs are present, the sign 
of charging will depend on the relative mobilities. Apart from complications, 
the sign of the significant charge carrier is the same a s the sign of the 
charge on the rubbing surface (that with the extended contact area). On» 
would expect a rise in temperature to release electrons before releasing 
positive ions, and hence an insulator should give rubber/rubbed negative/ 
positive. Shaw and Hanstock (1930) found this to be true only for silk but 
not for other materials, and Henry (1957) also stated that the converse is 
valid for most of the materials he investigated. It would thus seem that it 
is usually positive ions that move, but not always. 

Besides charging due to the formation of hot spots, frictional charging can 
also result fro.m m aterial transfer. Rough sliding involves some transfer of 
bulk matter from one surface to the other. The specks of matter transferred 
will come from asperities, and these asperities may b e different electrically 
from the rest of the surface. In the case of a metal covered with a film of 
oxide, for instance, the transferred material may be the underlying metal 
exposed by breaking up the oxide. The m etal will have a different contact 
potential from the oxide, so the specks transferred will carry a charge 
derived from the potential difference between them. However, little is as 
yet known about charging by material transfer and its importance. 

Friction being high does not however necessarily lead to phenomena which 
give rise to frictional charging. The work expended in friction acts indi
rectly, and hence there is no reason to expect a correlation between the 
work do ne and the charge generated. Nor has any such correlation been found, 
with the exception of the investigations of Cunningham (1964). Insulating 
belts passed over grounded metal rollers, and for small values of the work 
expended he found a linear relationship between charge and work. 
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2.4 Charge backflow during separation 

It is comparatively easy to measure the charge on one body after it has been 
separated from another. Owing to charge backflow during the separation of 
bodies the charge measured may be much less than that which existed when 
the bodies were in contact. It is important to know wheth er the mechanism 
and magnitude of charge backflow are such that the theories of electrifica
tion can be tested by measuring the charge after separation. During the 
initial part of the separation some of the charge may leak back by tunnelling 
if the carriers are electrons. The c harge decreases, as long as the tunnel 
effect is operative, so as to maintain the contact potential between the 
surfaces, since the capacitance between them decreases at separation. After 
the tunnel effect has faded out the remaining charge is retained and the 
potential difference between them rises above the contact potential. Under 
the influence of this increasing potential the charge carriers tend to move 
in such a way as to recombine, except when the separation is effected by 
lifting; moreover the potential difference may reach breakdown voltage 
leading to ionization of gas molecules in the gap between the charged sur
faces, and charge can be transported back across the gap. To a void breakdown 
one can work in a vacuum o r in a pressure greater than atmospheric; in both 
cases breakdown voltage is increased. Another method is to use samples in 
thin sheet form backed by an earthed conductor. The induced charge on this 
conductor cancels most of the field due to the charge to be measured. This 
protective effect does not come into action until the distance between the 
retreating surfaces is comparable with the thickness of the insulating sample. 

Recombination by conduction and electrical breakdown are discussed further 
in chapter 6.1 and 7.1 respectively in connexion with experiments concerning 
these factors. 

Backflow of charge due to tunnelling is discussed by Krupp (1971) to some 
extent. He concludes that for a polymer with a density Dg of surface states 
which is not too large so that equation (2.17) is valid, the charge density 
cr is independent of the distance z between the surfaces, and hence the back 
tunnelling of surface charge is negligible. 
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3 APPARENT A ND R EAL A REA O F C ONTACT 

It is very difficult to prepare surfaces which are really flat. Even on 
carefully polished surfaces, hills and valleys are present, which are large 
compared with the size of a molecule. If two solids are placed in contact, 
the upper surface will be supported on the summits of the irregularities, 
and large areas of the surfaces will be separated by a distance which is 
great compared with the molecular range of action. Most of the surfaces 
which are characterized as flat have irregularities which are much greater 
than 1 y. Since the range of molecular attraction is only a few Angström, 
we may e xpect that the area of intimate contact, i.e. the area over which 
the surfaces are within molecular range, will even for carefully prepared 
surfaces be considerably less than the apparent area of contact. Various 
experimental methods have been developed and applied to the measurement of 
the size and shape of the irregularities which are present on solids. In oné 
method, a tracer needle passes slowly over the surface and follows its con
tours. The stylus is usually a conical diamond, which may have a radius of 

-4 curvature at Its tip as small as 2 x 10 cm. The vertical movement of the 
stylus is amplified electronically and recorded on a moving paper. 

One o f the Teflon strips used in an electrification experiment has been 
examined with such a method, and the result is shown in figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1 The profile of the surface of a Teflon strip used in electrifi
cation experiments. Electrification tracks are to be seen at 
A and B. 

The stylus has passed across the surface with two electrification tracks 
at A and B. It can be seen that there are asperities and valleys the 
dimensions of which are some u. 
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3.1 Theoretical calculations of the contact area 

The calculation of the real area of contact, or even the prediction of 
how t his varies with load, is very difficult. Early attempts to develop 
a mathematical treatment applied the deformation laws of ideal macroscopic 
bodies to individual asperities. For example, classical elastic theory, 
Hertz (1881), was applied to the contact between a spherical asperity and 
a flat to obtain the relation 
A = k-|M^3 (3.1) 
where A 1s the real area of contact, M is the load and is a constant. 
Alternatively, Meyer's law for the plastic contact between a sphere and 
a plane, Meyer (1908), was used to support the assumption that the contact 
area is proportional to the load. 

Archard (1957) extended the spherical asperity model by assuming that 
each asperity is covered with microasperities, and each microasperity with 
micromicroasperlties thus obtaining successively closer approximation to 
the law 
A = k2M (3.2) 

as more stages were considered. Archard explained that the essential 
part of the argument was not the choice of. asperity model, but 
whether an Increase in Toad creates new contact areas or increases the 
size of existing ones; for physically plausible surfaces any elastic 
model in which the number o f contacts remains constant will give 

2/3 A « M ' ; but if the average size remains constant and the number increases 
the area will be proportional to the Toad. 

Wore recently Greenwood and Williamson (1966) developed a theory which 
combines the elastic behaviour of individual asperities with a realistic 
description of the statistics of the asperity population, and this approach 
has been extended by Greenwood and Tripp (1967) and (1970-1) to treat the 
cooperative behaviour of the asperities corresponding to the case of contact 
between rough curved bodies. First they take as their model surfaces which 
have asperities closely resembling those found on real surfaces, the levels 

usually showing a Gaussian distribution. They then consider how these will 
deform if there is. a finite elastic limit. They show that for very smooth 
contours and modest loads.the asperities may s till be within the elastic 
limit of the material. For rougher surfaces or higher Toads plastic deforma-
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tion gradually takes over. In both situations the area of real contact is 
very nearly proportional to the load. 

For greater loads or rougher surfaces the pressure on the asperities reaches 
the local plastic yield pressure p, which is very nearly constant and is 
comparable to the indentation hardness. Under these conditions the area 

m, 
of contact for any one asperity bearing a load m-j is so that 
for an assembly of asperities the total area is 

m-, rrio m 
A = A1 + A2+ aF+F + •••• p {3,3) 

where M is the total load. The area is thus proportional to the load and 
independent of the geometry of the surfaces. When the local pressures 
suffice to cause plastic flow, an approximative value of the total area 
of true contact may be obtained by dividing the applied load by the flow 
pressure of the softer material. 

In marked contrast to metals, there appears to be little or no junction 
growth during sliding on a polymer, so that the area of junctions sheared 
is essentially the same a s the area of contact formed under static loading 
conditions. Evidence of this is provided by careful comparisons of the track 
width formed during sliding and the diameter of the equivalent static inden
tation. It is also confirmed by a preliminary study of the deformation 
properties of "model" junctions made of polymeric materials (Pascoe and Tabor, 
1956). Adams (1963) has carried out a detailed study of the contact between 
a smooth hemisphere of nylon and flat glass surface whilst sliding occurred. 
Using optical interference, he found that the static area of contact did 
not change when sliding occurred, indicating that the area of contact is 
determined primarily by the normal load and that the junction growth during 
sliding is negligible. 

If we ap proximate the yield pressure during sliding with the static yield 
pressure or indentation hardness P, then the real area of contact can be 
expressed as 

A = -p (3.4) 

The value of P found from a hardness measurement cannot of course be 
assumed to be identical with the mean pressure p in the sliding process, 
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since the magnitude and the time of application t çf the Toad M are quite 
different in the two c ases. However, according to King and Tabor (1953) 
the variation of P w ith M and t is not very rapid; iit. does not therefore seem 
unreasonable to use the static yield pressure P instead of the local 
yield pressure during sliding p in order to get an estimation of the real 
area of contact A. 

3.2 Experimental determinations of the contact area 

Several investigators»among others Lincoln (1952), Howell and Mazur (1953), 
have attempted to determine the apparent area of contact between polymeric 
materials by pressing a specimen of spherical or elliptical shape of the 
polymer against a hard flat surface, (for instance/glass)and measuring 
the boundaries of the region of contact by means of optical interference 
methods or by direct microscope inspection. Pascoe and Tabor (1956) pressed' 
a hard steel sphere on to a flat block of polymer. The size of the indenta
tion formed was measured with a microscope. In some cases a thin soot film 
was used to faciliate the observations. Common to all these investigators 
is that they found a relation between the apparent area A of contact and 
the load M of the form 

A = k3Mn (3.5) 

where for each polymer n takes a single value for a wide range of loads, 
and that value lies between the values for true elastic deformation and 
plastic deformation, indicating that the deformation is neither plastic nor 
elastic. Measurements of the area of contact have very marked limitations, 
however. First, the exact location of the boundary of the contact region 
is uncertain. Second, the optical area of contact 1s the same a s the real 
or true area of contact only if the surfaces are molecularfty smooth, and 
for most surfaces this 1s not the case. 
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4 METHODS FOR M EASURING C HARGE A ND W ORK F UNCTION 

In electrification experiments, static electric charge must be measured in 
some convenient way. This chapter therefore starts with a survey of the 
methods available for that purpose. After that the most important methods 
for measuring the work function of metals are summarized, since the aim 
of the final part of the investigations was to test the contact potential 
theory in which work functions for metals are involved. 

4.1 Methods for measuring static electric charge 

For qualitative measurements of excess charge on insulators, a technique 
of value has been the use of "Lichtenberg figures", named after the scien
tist researcher who d iscovered them in 1777. In this technique a well-
triturated mixture of powdered materials, differing in electrifi ability 
and in colour, is dusted over a charged surface. During the mixing of the 
two powders, one will charge positively and the other negatively by means 
of the contact between them. Each of the two powders is then attracted to 
the areas of the insulator having a charge of opposite sign. Traditionally 
a mixture of sulphur and red lead has been used. 

A charg ed body induces charge on a conductor and exerts force on it. Quan
titative methods of measuring charge are based on either of these effects, 
or in a few cases involving continuous production of static electric charges, 
galvanometric methods can be used. 

4.1.1 Inductive methods 

The method of the Faraday cage gives an absolute value of the total charge 
of a body and it is useful not only for solid bodies but also for liquids 
and gases. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of components necessary 
for a measurement. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for measure
ment of charge with the method of the Faraday cage. Cg is a 
shunt capacitor, S a switch and E an electrometer. 

The Faraday cage consists of two electrodes. The inner electrode is elec
trically connected to the shunt capacitor and electrometer input, and is 
supported from the outer electrode by high-res1stance insulators. The inner 
electrode is hollow and shaped so that it can contain the specimen to be 
measured. The o uter electrode is electrically grounded and encloses the 
inner electrode. 

To perform the experiments one briefly closes the switch(S)and inserts the 
specimen the charge of which is to be measured into the inner electrode. 
A cha rge Q of the same ma gnitude as that of the specimen but of opposite sign 
is now induced in the system of capacitances C consisting of the capacitances 
in parallel of the Faraday cage, the shunt capacitor and the electrometer. 
The resulting potential V on the inner electrode is read on the electro
meter and the relation 

Q » CV (4.1) 

gives the magnitude of the total charge of the body. 
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It is not always possible to have the experimental body even approximately 
surrounded by a conductor, and then the method of the Faraday cage is not 
applicable, and many times one is interested in the distribution of the 
charge. In such cases a capacitive probe can be used. The probe, which is 
a conductor, is connected to an electrometer. It is usually situated in 
a'fixed relationship to the region the charge of which is to be measured, 
and surrounding bodies, which should be conductors held at a fixed potential. 
The probe is exposed to the field from the charge to be measured and takes 
a potential proportional to that charge. Since the induced charge on the 
electrode is no longer equal to the inducing charge, the necessary induction 
coefficient, giving the relation between the potential of the probe and 
inducing charge, is no longer equal to the capacity to earth of the detecting 
system and is more difficult to determine. Generally this method does not 
give the absolute values of the charge, but it is very useful for relative 
measurements. Probe electrodes can however be calibrated in absolute terms 
by placing the sample in a Faraday cage, if possible, and comparing the 
readings. With proper geometry, for instance when the sample is flat and 
the probe electrode 1s a flat plate parallel to the sample and at a short 
distance from it compared with its dimensions, and all other bodies are at 
much greater distances, the coefficient of induction can be determined and 
then absolute measurements with the charge detecting probe can be made. This 
type of charge detector can be designed in various ways, see for instance 
leda et al (1968), Davies (1967b, 1969), Foord (1969), Wintle (1970) and 
van Turnhout (1971). 

4.1.2 Ponderomoti ve method 

The fact that a charged object exerts a force on a conductor is a basis of 
a method for measuring charge. An e lectrode which covers the charged area 
is placed on it and the force needed to separate the electrode from the 
object is measured by some means, Turnhout (1971). With favourable experi
mental geometry, plane parallel samples and electrodes, this force can be 
related to the surface charge density of the sample. With inductive methods 
the mean value of the surface charge density of the region A, over which 
the electrode is effective, is read, 

i A 
Oi = A" ' o da (4.2) 

o 
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Ponderomotive methods give the R.M.S.-value 

0 - X"1 ' c2 da (4.3) 
p o 

For uniform charge ap •» cr^, otherwise they differ, so whenever the force of 
a charge 1s important, ponderomotive methods should be used. 

4.1.3 Galvanometric method 

In the cases involving continuous production of static electric charge in 
a metal-insulator electrification system, galvanometric methods for 
measuring the charge can be used. By connecting the metal electrode to an 
electrometer, the separation charge received by the metal will be conducted 
to the electrometer, which can register the electrification current by 
measuring voltage drop across a high resistance. A cha rge corresponding to 
that which the electrometer has measured but of opposite' polarity is deposi
ted on the Insulator. The variations of the electrification current have 
consequently their analogies in the variations of the charge distribution 
on the insulator. Thus this method gives information concerning the charge 
distribution as well as the total charge, obtained by integrating the elec
trification current. 

Since the investigations to be described later were intended for the tangen
tial separation mode of an electrification system consisting of a metal 
and an insulator, the galvanometricxmethod will be the most suitable one, 
since one can obtain the charge distribution as well as the total charge 
of the Insulator at the same time. The method of the Faraday cage gives 
only the total charge, whereas the determination of the absolute value of 
this quantity by a capacitive probe is not as easily carried out. 

4.2 Methods for measuring work function 

The most important methods for measuring work functions of metals are 
those of thermionic emission, photoelectric emission and contact potential, 
and these will be described later. The f irst two give absolute values of 
the work functions, whereas the third.gives relative values. 

Of other methods available the calorimetric one may b e mentioned. It. also 
gives absolute values. For a more e xhaustive review of methods to determine 
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work function, see for instance Herrmann and Wagener (1951). 

442.1 Thermionic emission 

The emission current density is given by the Richardson-Dushman equation 
_ W 

j = A(l-r) T2 e" ^ (4-4) 

where A i s a constant, r is a coefficient taking into account the reflexion 
of electrons against the potential barrier, W is the work function and k is 
the Boltzmann constant. From t he form of equation (4.4) one may be inclined 
to conclude that by simply plotting In against j, one obtains W from the 

slope of the resulting straight line. There are however factors which com
plicate the measurements. The apparent work function increases if a negative 
space charge exists in the vicinity of the emitter. The anode potential 
should therefore be sufficiently positive to prevent space charge build-up, 
i.e. one should work in the region of saturation-current density. In simple 
models the metal-vacuum limit is represented by a discontinuity in the 
potential. Actually the potential changes smoothly {because of the Image force 
on the electron. In the presence of an external electric field the existence 
of the image potential leads to a reduction of the apparent work function 

by a factor ~e(|^e )^> so that the Dushman equation becomes 

This phenomenon 1s tailed the Schottky effect. Thus 1 f one plots the 
logarithm of the saturation current for a given temperature as a function 
of the square root of the anodd voltage, one expects a straight line (the 
Schottky line). 

The determination of work function is generally effected in the following 
way: The emission current is measured for a range of values of the external 
field at a fixejd temperature, and is then extrapolated to zero, field strength. 

This procedure is repeatéd for a range of temperatures, and the values of 
the current densities jQ received in 'this way are divided by the respective 
values of T2, and the logarithm of this quantity 1s plotted against |. 
The apparent work function Wa is now gi ven by the slope of that Richardson 
plot 

(4.5) 
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(4.6) 

that is 

is negligible so the true work function can be written 

.2 dr/dT W . T dW (4.7) 

(4.8) 

Thus the apparent work function is equal to the true work function only 
for T = 0 . Careful measurements of thermionic emission current must be 
carried out 1n ultra-high vacuum in order to keep the surface clean, 
since oxides and small amounts of adsorbed gases may i nfluence the work 
function strongly. The same is also valid for the other methods of measuring 
this quantity. 

In this derivation it has been assumed that the work function is the same 
over the whole area of the emitter; this assumption is valid only if the 
emitter is a single crystal, since W varies from one crystallographic plane 
to another. This is because the atoms are arranged differently in different 
crystal planes and thus exert somewhat varying forces on an electron near 
the surface. A p olycrystalline metal surface exposes several different crystal 
planes, each with a specific value of the work function. The thermionic 
current from such a surface is composed of the emission currents characteris
tic of each patch. Because different patches with different work functions 
border upon each other, local electric fields exist, which further complicate 
the situation. When the external field is small compared with the local field, 
the work function obtained is given by 

ÏÏ - l f , W, 
i 1 1 

(4.9) 

where f^ is the fraction of the area whose work function is W^. 
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For external fields much larger than the local fields, when the latter can 
be neglected, the value of the work function is not 
given by equation (4.9) but lies somewhere between the highest and lowest 
values of the work functions of the individual patches. 

The calorlmetric method o f determining the work function is based on the 
cooling effect of thermionically emitted electrons. This method gives 
absolute values, and moreover the temperature dependence can be determined, 
a quantity which is demanded in the thermionic amission method, see equation 
(4.8). 

4.2.2 Photoelectric emission 

Light falling on to a metal can excite electrons to higher energy levels, 
and if the energy of the light quantum is larger than the work function 
of the metal, the electron can escape. The e nergy relation can be written 

hv = Ek + W (4.10) 

where v is the frequency of the incoming radiation and is the maximum 
kinetic energy of the released electrons. The energy just enough to release 
the most energetic electrons in the metal is therefore 

hv0 = W (4.11) 

and the photocurrent is then zero. This is strictly valid only for a 
cathode temperature of 0 K. 

However, Fowler (1931) and later du Bridge (1933) have forked out theories 
for the variation of the photocurrent for temperatures other than zero. 
The photocurrent can be written as 

j = ctA'T2e(x) (4.12) 

where d is a constant and A' is closely related to the universal constant A 
appearing in the Richardson-Dushman equation for thermionic emission. e(x) 
is a complicated function of x, where x is given by 
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hv hvQ 
X  -  - — ^  ( H .  u ;  

By t aking logaritms equation (4.12) can be written 

In ^ • In(aA') + lne(x) (4.14) 
r 

The logarithm of e(X) is calculated for various x, and these values are 
plotted as a function of x. j is measured experimentally as a function of 
v and 1n the same diagram the experimental values of In ^ are plotted as 

h hv T 
a function of -jjy {= x + -^p). 

The two curves plotted 1n this manner are displaced relative to each other, 
but by a vertical and a horizontal displacement they can be made to coincide. 

h K The theoretical curve has as abscissa whereas the experimental one 
h hv. y 

has Thus the horizontal displacement is -j-p, which is equal to 

according to equation (4.11), and knowing this displacement the threshold 
frequency vQ and the work function can be determined. 

This is the method, generally accepted and used, for determining the photo
electric threshold and thus the work f unction by photoemission. 

A va riant of this method is to measure the photocurrent as a function of 
temperature for a fixed value of the frequency. It has the advantage that 
the relative intensities of the spectral lines need not be measured. e(x) 
is now plotted against ln|xj and the observations of the photocurrent are 
plotted against In J.. The horizontal displacement is 1n this case 

hv-hv 
In —r—- from which v„ and W can be determined. K ' o 

4.2,3 Contact potential j 

By m easuring the contact potential between two metals one obtains the 
difference between their work functions as mentioned in chapter 2.2.1. Of 
the methods available for measuring contact potentials only the Kelvin-
Zi sman method will be mentioned here. 
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Figure 4.2 shows a circuit for measuring the contact potential between the 
two m etals (A) and (B). 

Figure 4.2 Circuit for measuring contact potentials by the Kelvin method. 

Start with (A) and (B) close together and the switch (S) closed. If the poten
tiometer is in a position so that no external voltage is applied at (A), 
then,as the plates are connected to each other, they will be charged accor
ding to the condition that in equilibrium their Fermi levels must be at the 
same height. As a result of that charging, a contact potential Vc exists 
between the metal electrodes. If after opening the switch (S), one of the 
two e lectrodes is suddenly removed, a voltage pulse results from the decrease 
in capacity which is detected by the electrometer (E). If an external poten
tial is applied to (A) by means of the potentiometer when the switch is 
closed, the levels of metal (A) are raised or lowered relative to those of 
metal (B). For a particular value of the external voltage, the charges on 
the plates vanish, and a change in distance between the plates, when (S) is 
opened, will not yield a voltage pulse. Clearly, the external voltage then 
just compensates the contact potential and is equal to V^. 

Zisman (1932) Improved the method by letting one electrode vibrate with 
respect to the other. Instead of a dc potential being produced as before, 
an alternating voltage whose frequency is that of the vibration is thus 

A B  
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developed between the electrodes. This ac signal can be amplified and 
detected in some appropriate way. As before, an adjustable voltage is 
applied to one electrode, and when this is equal to the contact potential, 
the signal vanishes. In this way the contact potential can be measured to 
an accuracy of 1/1000 of a volt. 

As pointed out earlier, this method gives the difference between the work 
functions of two m etals, and it is thus suitable for measurements of the 
variation of the work function of one of the electrodes. The change of 
work function with temperature can be measured by this method. It has 
particular advantages for studying a heterogeneous surface, or for studying 
the effect of adsorbates on a surface. Unlike many o ther methods, the calcu
lation of the work function does not depend on an estimate of the electron 
reflexion coefficient of the surface. There are, however, several factors 
which limit the accuracy of this measuring method, among others noise, . 
the effects of stray capacitance, and variations in the work function of 
the reference surface. 

For polycrystalline materials the contact potential measured is 

W« - Tî-j 
v-V-1 (4-i5> 

where the quantity ¥ 1s defined in equation (4.9). 

Since the aim of the final part of the electrification experiments was to 
test the contact potential theory of charging, it was sufficient to know 
the differences in work functions between the metals used. In the electri
fication experiments, the metal electrode makes contact with the insulator 
with the outermost part of its end surface (see chapter 5.1). The work func
tion of interest will thus be the mean of that part of the metal surface. 
In a contact potential measurement with this electrode, the same part of 
the surface will be of importance because of the spherical form of the end 
surface. Furthermore, as can be seen from equations (4.15) and (4.9), the 
value of the contact potential received refers to the weighted arithmetic 
mean o f the work function of the electrode, and it must be the same mea n 
which is effective in the charging process. The other methods described 
give an average value that is weighted in favour of Tow work function 
patches. Therefore the most convenient method in these experiments 1s that 
of contact potential measurements. 
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4.2.4 Changes of work function due to adsorbed atoms 

It is well known that monolayers of adsorbed atoms on pure metals have a 
surprisingly great effect on the work function. The work function of tung
sten may be lowered 3 eV by Cs-adsorption, whereas adsorption of oxygen 
usually increases the work function of metals. 

When an atom which has an ionization energy I is brought near a metal surface 
whose work function W is greater than I, there is a tendency for the outer 
electron belonging to the atom to be captured by the metal since this 
situation represents a lower energy configuration. This leaves the atom 
ionized, and when a monolayer of such ions covers the metal surface a charge 
double layer results, and the field thus produced reduces the work function. 
The changes in work function due to adsorbed atoms are not always jas large 
as predicted by this simple explanation. In many cases it is very much 
as though the layer of adsorbed atoms was only partially ionized. When a 
free atom w ith ionization energy little less than the work function of the 
metal is brought in the neigbourhood of the metal surface, an interaction 
takes place and the discrete energy state occupied by the outermost electron 
in the free atom becomes broadened into a band of considerable width. If 
none of the broadened states lies below the top of the Fermi levèl in the 
metal when the atom is on the surface, the atomic electron will leave the 
atom e ntirely and reside in the metal leaving the atom ionized, thereby 
establishing a strong double layer and producing an appreciable decrease in 
the work function. However, if part of the band of states lies below the 
Fermi level these states can be occupied by an electron part of the time by 
tunnelling. Under these circumstances the adsorbed atoms will not be com

pletely ionized, and the resulting charge double layer will not be as strong, 
and the work function of the monolayer will not be sfa much smaller than that 
of the metal before adsorption. The work function can also be reduced though 
I > W because even here some of the states in the broadened band can lie 
above the Fermi level in the metal,in which case the layer of atoms will still 
be partially ionized. 

Certain atoms, for instance oxygen and chlorine, have an electron affinity 
as free atoms, and they can exist stably as negative ions. In oxygen the 
electron affinity A i s of the order of 3 eV. When such an atom is brought 
to the surface, the deep lying energy state occupied by the outermost electron 
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of the normal atom is broadened only a little and lies much lower than the 
Fermi level in the metal, so these states remain filled, there being no 
exchange of electrons between atom and metal. The upper normally unfilled 
level is greatly broadened, and some of its states will almost certainly 
lie below the Fermi level. Since all these states are empty to begin with, 
some of them become occupied by electrons from the metal. This again pro
duces a charge double layer but in this case the adsorbed atoms are negative. 
This requires the electrons from the metal to do more work in escaping so 
that the work function is greater than that of the clean metal. 
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5 EXPERIMENTAL TE CHNIQUE 

5.1 Mechanical arrangement 

The a pparatus consists of a grounded carriage with a plane upper surface 
(A in figures 5.1 and 5.2), guided by two steel rods (B). The insulator 
strip (C), 27 cm l ong, 5 cm wide and 0.2 cm th ick is clamped onto the 
carriage by a frame (D). The metal electrode (E) has a spherical end sur
face, which makes contact with the insulator as it moves. The electrode 
is insulated with Teflon from its brass holder (F), which derives a vertical 
force from a phosphor bronze spring (G), this force being adjustable by 
means of a screw (H). The s pring carries a strain gauge, which enables one 
to record the possible variation of the force. The strain gauge was cali
brated in situ. 

The carriage may be moved at constant velocity by means of a play-free lead 
screw (I), passing between the guide rods (B) and rotated by a motor out
side the right flange. The aluminium tank (K) may be pushed to the right 
to close the chamber, providing the necessary electrostatic screening and 
an optional vacuum. 

In order to facilitate the performance of the measurements in vacuum and 
to make contact potential measurements possible, the apparatus shown in 
figures 5.1 and 5.2 was modified somewhat, in a way which can be seen 
from figure 5.3 and also from figure 5.5 page 50. 

The Teflon strip (C), which was put directly on the carriage (A) and 
fastened by the frame (D), is now "glued" onto a durai plate, which is 
placed on the carriage, thus making the frame unnecessary. 

The screw (H) for manual adjusting of the vertical position of the elec
trode (E) is replaced by a motor-driven unit with the same notation. 
The vertical adjusting unit is furnished with a position transducer poten
tiometer, and with this the desired normal force exerted by the metal 
electrode on the insulator is adjusted. The dural plate with the insulator 
strip can be moved sideways on the carriage relative to the electrode by 
means o f two step motors (S), one at each end of the carriage. 
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Figure 5.2 Photograph of the electrification apparatus, A, carriage; 
B, guide rods; C, insulator strip; D, frame; E, metal electrode; 
F, electrode holder; G, spring; H, adjusting screw; K, tank. 

Figure 5.3 Photograph of the modified electrification apparatus. A, car 
riage; B, guide rods; C, dural plate with insulator strip; 
E, metal electrode; F, electrode holder; G, spring; H, adjusting 
equipment; K, tank; R, reference electrode; S, step motor. 
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The dural plate is a few centimeters longer than the Insulator strip, and 
in the part which protrudes there is a hole drilled through the plate and 
the upper surface of the carriage. The me tal electrode (E) can be lowered 
through this hole towards a reference electrode (R) situated opposite (E) 
and just below the upper surface of the carriage when the contact potential 
between these two métal electrodes is to be measured. 

Vacuum is produced by a sorption pump (Varian 949-0010) to obtain a clean 
_2 vacuum, when evacuation to only about 10 torr is necessary. Otherwise, 

when a better vacuum is desired, an oil diffusion pump (Edwards E02) backed 
by a mechanical rotation pump (Edwards ES 100) is used. A b affle and a cold 
trap are Inserted between the diffusion pump and the chamber to obtain a clean 
vacuum. With this equipment it is possible to achieve a working pressure 
better than 2 x 10~® torr. 

5.2 Measurements 

When an electrification experiment was carried out in atmospheric pressure 
the prepared insulator strip was placed onto the carriage and fastened by 
the frame. The desired velocity and normal force were adjusted. The carriage 
was then moved as far as possible to the left, i.e. to the starting position, 
and the tank was pushed so as to close the chamber. Then the carriage was 
started. The direction of the movement is to the right in order to provide 
pure sliding. The run was automatically stopped by the action of a micro-
switch. After the run was finished, the metal electrode was lifted up from 
the insulator by means of the adjusting screw. The carriage was moved to 
the starting position again, and at the same time the Insulator was discharged 
by a method described in chapter 5.3. The electrode was then moved sideways 
in relation to the insulator by manually pushing the electrode holder. The 
process described above for performing an experiment was then repeated, and 
a new run could be carried out on a fresh part of the insulator. 

The velocity was o btained from the figure for the path length and the 
time for a run which were both measured manually. The normal force was 
measured by a spring dynamometer. Light was thrown upon the region of 
contact thus facilitating observation of the moment whe n the metal electrode 
was just lifted up from the insulator surface by the action of the dynamo
meter. The dynamometer then indicated the magnitude of the force derived 
from the phosphor bronze spring. The s train gauge on the spring was calibrated 
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in the same w ay. W hen th e l if t ing force of the dynamometer wa s just equal 
to the normal force from the spring, the strain meter needle jumped, and 
the scale reading for that movement could be t ransferred to force by com 
paring with the dynamometer indication. 

The preliminaries for measurements carried out in vacuum are the same as 
those described above. After the chamber is  closed, i t  is evacuated and th e 
run is performed. When t he microswitch has stopped the run, the metal elec
trode is l ifted up from th e insulator by t he motor-driven adjusting apparatus,  
and t he carriage is brought back to the starting posit ion. The i nsulator is 
moved side ways a few milli meters by t he action of the stepmotors,  and the 
electrode is then moved d own towards the insulator surface. With the aid 
of the position potentiometer,  calibrated by a spring dynamometer,  the 
desired normal force is adjusted, and a new run can be m ade without breaking 
the vacuum. The previous charge track has not been discharged, but i t  influ
ences the electrification current only slightly, and t he total charge not at  
all .  

As the Teflon str ip moves i n relation to the metal electrode, charge will  
be continuously transferred from th e metal to the insulator.  The metal will  
then acquire an e ver-increasing potential,  unless i t  is connected to ground, 
in which c ase the charge passing to ground equals the charge received by 
the metal.  Approximate groundin g of the electrode {< 50 mV) is  achieved in 
this experiment by connecting an electrometer (Keithîey 610 B ) from th e 
metal electrode to ground, the electrometer then showing t he electrif ication 
current after passing through a short transient stage. The output of the 
electrometer is  connected directly to a recorder,  and vi a an integrator to 
a digital  voltmeter.  The c urrent and the charge are thus continuously recor
ded along the track. 

Charges pa ssing through the electrometer causing the electrification current 
give rise to image charges on the surface of the grounded c arriage. Image 
charge w ill  also be found on t he metal electrode, and i t  is important to 
know to what extent the increase of this lat ter image charge during a 
run w ill  affect the electrification current.  This can be estimated if  the 
charge track on t he Insulator is  approximated by a l ine charge and the 
metal electrode by a sphere placed so that one diam eter coincides with the 
extension of the l ine charge. For the sake of simplicity the thickness of 
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the insulator 1s assumed t o be m uch gr eater than the length of the charge 
track. The si tuation is il lustrated in figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.4 Approximation of the experimental situation for calculating 
the Image cha rge on the metal electrode. 

The radius of the sphere is a,  and t he charge density of the Une charge, 
of length L, is  x. 

According t o Reltz and Milford (1960), the situation of a point charge 
si tuated outside a conducting sp here can be replaced by t hat of the pöint 
charge and an image c harge. If  the point charge q is  situated a distance r  
from the center of the conducting sp here of radius a,  then an image charge 

a a2  
equal to -  ~ q situated a distance from th e center of the sphere will* 
together with the point charge, produce a spherical equipotential surface 
of radius a,  concentric with the conducting s phere. Mow let  the point 
charge be represented by the charge from an infinitesimal element d r of 

2 2 the l ine charge, dQ » x dr. The fa ctor-j^y is due to polarization of 

the insulator.  The image charge dQ^ then becomes 

L 

r 

d Q i  s  '  TWT x  d r  (5.1) 

The total image charge from a l ine charge running from r=a to r=a+L i s then 

Q i  -  '  " 7  x  d r  a  ~ x  a  " rIt  l n  O +  If) 
à 
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Thus, whereas t he charge on t he insulator increases in direct proportion to 
the length of the track, the image charge on the electrode increases by 
the logarithm of the length, further reduced by a polarization factor,  so 
for the radius a » 0.15 cm a nd the track length L = 20 cm, the Influence of 
the image charge is of l i t t le importance. Moreover,  when th e length of the 
charge track is much larger than the thickness of the insulator (0.2 çm), the 
image c harge will  be found mainly oh the surface of the grounded c arriage, 
and the contribution to the image charg e on t he electrode from that part  of 
the charge track will  be negligible.  Thus, the influence on the electrifica
tion current from t he image c harge on the metal electrode need not be taken 
into consideration. 

Experiments involving contact potential measurements are carried out in the 
following way. For reasons given in chapter 8.2, contact potential measure
ments are carried out only before and no t after the electrification experi
ments.  The ca rriage is moved to the right with the electrode (E) l ifted 
above t he insulator strip until  the holes dril led 1n the dural plate and 
in the carriage (these two holes are always concentric) are directly below 
the electrode (E) and d irectly above the reference electrode (R). These two 
electrodes are always si tuated immediately oppo site each other.  This is  
shown in figure 5.3, and fi gure 5.5 gives an intersection of the experimental 
arrangement f or measuring c ontact potentials .  
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Figure 5.5 Modified e lectrification apparatus.  A, c arriage; B, guide 
rods; C, dural plate with insulator strip; E, metal electrode; 
F, electrode holder; 6,  spring; H, adjusting equipments 
K, tank; L, permanent magn et;  M, coil;  N, vibrator holder; 
0,  membrane; P, rod; R, reference electrode. 
Drawn to scale.  



The reference electrode is fixed to a vibrating unit  shown in figure 5.6 

Figure 5.6 Vibrator.  L, permanent magnet;  M, coil;  0,  membrane; P,  rod; 
R, reference electrode. 

I t  consists of a magnet with cylindrical geometry th e intersection of which 
can be seen in figure 5.5. A ro d (P),  on the top of which is fastened the 
reference electrode (R), runs through the center of the magnet and i s free 
to move v ertically.  Fixed on to this rod are also a coil  (M), which is  
located in the gap of the magnet,  and a thin brass membrane (0) providing 
a restoring force on the coil  (M). 

An a lternating current is now sen t through the coil  (M), and t he interaction 
between the magnetic f ields of the current-carrying coil  and t he permanent 
magnet (L) causes the rod (P) with the electrode (R) to vibrate with the 
frequency of the current.  The e lectrical connexion from (E) is  switched 
over from th e electrometer to the circuit  shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8 Circuit  for contact potential measurements.  
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The el ectrode (E) is  then lowered towards the vibrating reference electrode 
(R) and the distance between them i s adjusted to obtain the greatest pos
sible signal.  Figure 5.7 is a block scheme of the circuit  used f or the 
measuring of the contact potential between the metal electrodes (E) and (R) 
by th e Zisman me thod de scribed in chapter 4.2.3. Figure 5.8 shows the circuit  
in detail .  (E) and (R) constitute together a capacitor with varying capaci
tance. Since they are in contact with eafch ot her via the external circuit ,  
a contact potential exists between them. The periodic change of the capaci
tance causes a péri  odi c change of charge on t he electrodes which appears 
as an a lternating current at  the input of the amplifier.  The am plified signal 
is fed to a selective amplifier and i s  then studied on an o scilloscope. By 
applying a potential from t he potentiometer unit  equal in magnitude t o the 
contact potential but of opposite polarity,  the init ial  charge on t he 
electrodes will  be neutralized, and th e signal on t he -oscilloscope vanishes. 
By m eans of a switch the electrodes can be m ade to change pla ces in the cir
cuit  and the correctness of the measurements can thereby be a scertained. 
The co ntact potential could be mea sured with an accuracy o f 0.02 V, whi ch 
is  quite sufficient for the purpose. 

After the contact potential is  measured, the electrode (E) is  l ifted up 
so that thé Insulator strip can mo ve fre ely beneath i t .  The c arriage is then 
moved to the left  to the starting position, and the electrification experi
ment can be performed in the way describe d earlier in this chapter.  All this 
can be done with the tank evacuated. 

5.3 Preparation 

The Teflon batches were produ ced by Hab ia K B, Knivsta,  Sweden, and have a 
crystall inity of about 60%; the size of the grains comprising t he batches 
was a bout 20-30 y.  

The Teflon surfaces were prepared by grin ding with emery cl oth, using 
gradually finer grain, followed by wet gri nding and was hing wit h distil led 
water.  In the f irst  series of experiments,  the samples were f inally washed 
with an o rganic solvent,  such as benzine, but since the washing did not 
seem to have any be aring whatsoever on the results,  this last  phase in 
the preparation was later abandoned. 
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The Insulator was found to be charged after the preparation, and i t  was 
found t hat this spurious charge influenced the results.  The mech anical 
preparation was therefore always followed by b rief irradiat ion, using 

85 the ß-rays of a Kr so urce, with a strength of 1 mC. The result  of this 
treatment could be exam ined with the present apparatus,  which p ermits 
measurements to be taken with the metal electrode l if ted slightly (0.5 mm) 
above t he surface of the insulator.  As the carriage moves -, the electrometer 
then registers the time derivative of thé image char ge on the electrode, the 
latter charge being proportional to the density of spurious charge. I t  was 

-3 found that the irradiation reduced the spurious charge to less than 10 of 
the original charge density.  

The p urity of the polycrystalline metals used was b etter than 99,95% with 
the exception of the copper el ectrode used in the investigations concerning 
the role of friction in the electrification experiments,  in which ca se i t  
was about 99.85É. 

The metal end su rfaces were grou nd and po lished using normal workshop pr oce
dures,  and the spherical shape was in spected and the radius measured by 
observation of the si lhouette under a microscope. 
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6 RESULTS F ROM ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS 
s 

The e lectrification experiments were f irst  performed in atmospheric p ressure 
in order to obtain as soon as possible an indication of how the parameters" 
velocity,  radius of curvature and no rmal force, characterizing the fric
tion involved, influence the charging of Teflon. On t he basis of these f irst
hand d ata,  the directions of following work and the final design of the 
apparatus could then be determi ned. 

6.1 Recombination by conduction 

In order to arrive at  the primary charge of electrification, one must t ake 
into account besides the influence of the image ch arge whic h wa s discussed 
in chapter 5.2, also the conduction c urrent back to the metal from charges 
already deposited on t he insulator.  Knowing the conduction properties of 
the insulator,  one could in principle calculate the current back to the 
electrode, but reasonably complete knowledge of the surface and vol ume 
conductivities,  including non-linear effects,  are not available to accomplish 
such a calculation. 

Information regarding the magnitude of the conduction c urrent may be obtained 
in a direct manner i n the experimental arrangement.  The c arriage may be 
stopped suddenly dur ing the electrif ication process,  1n whic h case the elec
trometer proceeds to measure only the conductivity current,  which has the 
opposite sign. Figure 6.1 i l lustrates such a measurement.  Recordings of 
the electrometer display when th e metal electrode stands on an uncharged 
Teflon surface are shown in figure 6.1a and immediately after the carriage 
has been stopped during an electrification process in figure 6.1b. The 
currents measured in these experiments a re a factor of about 0.01 times the 
smallest ones obtained in electrification experiments.  
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2x10 

30 sec 

Figure 6.1a Electrometer current when t he metal electrode stands on an 
uncharged part  of a Teflon plate.  

O 30 sec 

Figure 6.1b Electrometer current immediately a fter the carriage has been 
stopped in an e lectrification experiment. .  
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If there was an appreciable back flow of charge, the electrometer would 
have shown a negative or at  least a less posit ive current at  first ,  but 
no such reduction of current can be seen in (b) compared with (a).  Due t o 
the finite response time of the electrometer (1 sec) the possibili ty of 
conductive recombination m ay not be completely ruled out on the basis of 
these tests.  I t  can be concluded however,  that 1 second a fter the carriage 
has been st opped, there is no de tectable conduction c urrent.  That means t hat 
during a run with the velocity v mm s""* there is no back flow of charges 
from th at part  of the charge track which is situated further away from the 
metal electrode than vi mm. This conclusion can be dra wn o nly for velocities 
giving rise to electrification currents much larger than the grid current of 
the electrometer,  since otherwise one cannot rule out the occurrence of a 
long range c onductivity current of importance. On b asis of the values of 
velocities used and of electrif ication currents measured, one can say that 
long range co nductivity (> 0.01 mm) had a negligible influence in the elec
trification experiments on T eflon. 

Since the metal electrode moves aw ay fro m each charged region, the conduc
tion current would depen d on the velocity of the electrode. Charges from 
the depletion region would have mo re t ime to flow back f or a Tow sliding 
velocity than for a high. The total back flow of charge would then be more 
complete from t he depletion region if  the velocity is low. Table 7.1 !paae 71 
shows»; howe ver,  that the electrification charge received from th e expériments 
jdoes no t decrease with decreasing Velocity but 1s constant,  Indicating 

that recombination by conduction is of no importance i n the experiments.  
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Information on the long-range conductivity was also obtained by observing 
charged tracks after electrification. The charge along the track was 
investigated repeatedly in the same man ner as in chapter 5.3, To avoid 
that the charge track collected ions of opposite sign from t he atmosphere 
this experiment wa s performed in a vacuum o f about 10"^ t orr.  It  was found 
that the charge density was reduced to 90% of i ts  original value after 
24 hours and to 70% after 14 days. A corresponding investigation performed 
in air  gave the result  that the charge diminished to half the original value 
after 60 hours.  The charge density structure remained virtually the same, 
as can be seen from f igure 6.2, which indicates that the charges had not 
distributed themselves on the surface but had proceeded a cross the strip 
to ground. A flow of charges once deposited on t he insulator surface 
directed elsewhere than towards the metal electrode does not affect the 
primary charge measured. Under a ll  circumstances, however,  i t  may be est ima
ted from t hese data that the contribution to the electrification current 

_3 due to long-range recombination would be less than 10 .  

6.2 Reproducibili ty 

An in vestigation of the reproducibili ty for the system copper-Teflo n was 
carried out.  A number of Teflon strips cut from a larger batch were used 
in the investigation. A few runs were m ade on each strip,  and in all  
40 runs were performed. The velocity was 2.0 mm s~\ the radius of curvature 
of the copper e lectrode was 1.5 mm and the normal force was 0.50 N. 

Teflon proved to charge negatively with a mean value of the l inear 
charge d ensity of 2.6 x 10~1 0  C cm - 1  for the values of the parameters 
above. The s tandard deviation was 8%. Figure 6.3 shows the frequency of 
occurrence for the different values of the l inear charge density obtained. 
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LINEAR CHARGE DENSITY ( C erri1 ) 

Figure 6.3 Results from t he reproducibil i ty investigations 

A similar investigation was performed f or another batch of Teflon. The two 
batches were observed to yield 6% difference in the mean value. 

Of other investigators of metal-insulator electrification involving sliding 
or rolling friction, Wagner (1956) obtained a reproducibili ty of 20% when 
quartz spheres were roll ing on a metal in high vacuum. For sph eres of ionic 
crystals the reproducibili ty was found to be wit hin a factor of two o nly. 
In rubbing a fi lament of nylon on a fi lament of tantalum, Cunningham and 
Montgomery (1958) obtained values from sample-to-s ample and day-to-da y runs 
lying within -  20% of the mean. The reproducibili ty of similar experiments 
carried out by M ontgomery et  al (1961) was found to be of the same magn i
tude. Challande (1967) rubbed metal wires on c rystals of NaCl and AT 203  

and his results were determined with a variation of less than 5% making 
about 100 measurements on each sample. 
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6.3 Velocity dependence 

Twenty me asurements were m ade a t  each of the velocities 0.20, 2.0 and 
20 mm s"1 ,  each time using a fresh part of the Teflon plate.  The radius of 
curvature of the metal electrode was r  = 1. 5 mm and the perpendicular load 
F = 0.50 N th roughout this series of experiments.  The results are summarized 
in table 6.1. It  is evident that the l inear charge density is independent 
of the velocity.  

Table 6.1 

Velocity (mm s"1) 0.20 2.0 20 
Charge d ensity (10~^ C cm - 1) 2.6 2.8 2.6 
Standard deviation {%) 12 8 8 

6.4 Radius o f curvature dependence 

The radius of the copper e lectrode was varied, while the load was kept 
constant at  0.50 N and the velocity at  2.0 in s I  Twenty me asurements were 
carried out for each value of the radius. The results are given in table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 

Radius of curvature (mm) 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.5 3,2 4.7 
Charge density (10~1 0  C cm"1) 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.6 
Standard deviation (%) 9 9 8 11 12 13 

In addition, the width of the area of contact was meas ured as a function of 
the radius of curvature. An alum inium l ayer 10 ym thick was evaporated 
onto a Teflon plate,  which w as then fixed to the carriage in the apparatus,  
and the width of the track left  by th e copper e lectrode was mea sured by 
means of a workshop microscope. The r esult  of these measurements wa s that 
the track width increased by a factor of 1.6 with increasing radius over the 
interval of radii  given in table 6.2 while the l inear charge density in
creased only by a factor of 1.1. 
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Figure 6.4 Photograph of the tracks left  cn an aluminized Teflon surface 
by metal electrodes with radii  of curvature equal to 0.3 mm 
(at  the top),  1.5 mm (in the middle) and 3.2 mm (a t  the bottom). 
The normal force was 0.50 N. Mcgnifi  cation: 20 t imes. 

Figure 6.4 shows a photograph of the tracks left  on an aluminized Teflon 
surface by a copper electrode for various radii  of curvature. From t his 
figure i t  can be seen that within the general area scraped by the slider 
there appear to be untouched areas,  and t hat the fraction of untouched a rea 
is larger for larger radii  than for smaller.  The track width, thus over
estimates the real contact area particularly for large radii  of curvature 
and i s consequently not a good mea sure of "he real contact area. 

6.5 Force dependence 

The ch arge density was a lso investigated as a function of the normal force 
(F) between the metal and the insulator.  Twenty mea surements were carried 
out for each value chosen between the l imits 0.05 N and 3.0 N. The v aria
tion of the force during a run and from run to run was less than 6% for the 
smallest force, and less than 1% for the largest one. The radius of curvatur 
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was constant at  1.5 mm and t he velocity at  2.0 mm s""1  during this series.  

The charge per cm ( x )  was found to f it  well to the formula 
a « ( s e e  figure 6.5) 

10 

5 

4 

3 

2 

F ( N )  

0.4 0.8 0 1.2 1.6 2.0 
p(U2 

Figure 6.5 Plot of the charge per cm x versus F^'^,  where F is  the 
normal force. The s tandard deviations are marked. 

The track width (d) was mea sured a s in section 6.4, and i t  was found that 
0 43 excellent f i t  was obta ined by m eans of the functional relation d <* F 

as i l lustrated by fig ure 6.6. The exponent ob tained is in reasonable 
agreement with the results of Pascoe and Tabor (1956), who report a value 
of 0.40 for this exponent.  
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0 41 Figure 6.6 Plot of the track width d versus F ,  where F is  the normal 
force. 
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Figure 6.7 Photograph of the tracks left  on an alumini zed Teflon surfacs 
by a metal electrode. The normal force in each c ase was from 
the top to the bottom of the figure 0.10 N, 0.50 N, 1.2 N ari  
3.0 N. The radius of curvature was 1.5 mm. Magnification: 20 

t imes. 

Figure 6.7 shows a photograph o f the tracks on an aluminiz ed Teflon surface 
for various normal forces exerted by t he slider.  From t his figure i t  can fce 
seen that the fraction of untouched area within the general area of contact 
is  larger for small normal forces than fcr large ones. 
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RESULTS F ROM VACUUM MEASUREMENTS 

7.1 Pressure dependence 

Measurements of the electrification charge were ma de fo r various pressures 
from 760 torr to 2 x TO 5  torr.  The velocity was 2 40 tom s'V'the radius of 
curvature 1.5 mm and the normal force 0.50 N. To avoid the risk of diffe
rences between various Teflon specime ns influencing the results,  the experi
ments were carried out in such a way th at on each Teflon specim en one 
measurement f or each of the pressures was mad e. Five meas urements f or each 
pressure were su fficient to establish the charge-pressure dependence shown 
in figure 7.1. 

4.0 
x10 do 

3.0 

E _ u 2.0 

1.0 

103  101  1Ó"1  10~3  10~5  

p (torr) 
Figure 7.1 Plot of the charge per cm X against the pressure p. 

From the figure i t  can be seen that the linear charge density decreases with 
the pressure down to about 10 torr ,  where i t  is approximately zero. For 
further decrease in pressure the charge density now in creases,  but for 
pressures of 0.1 torr and below, the charge density takes a constant value 
about 20% higher than that for 760 torr.  
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For t hose Teflon specimens acquiring low charge density the magnitude of 
this quantity was about the same fo r 760 torr as for pressures below 0.1 torr.  
For t hose Teflon specimens acquiring high charge d ensity,  however,  for low 
pressures one could obtain a charge exceeding that received for 760 to rr by 
far more than 205». Such a case is i llustrated in figure 7.2 showing the elec
trif ication current from a run a t  the pressures 0.01 torr and 760 t orr 
respectively. The runs were m ade on the same Teflon strip.  In the current 
curve from the atmospheric experiment t here are several jerks downward. I t  
is highly probable that these are due t o electrical breakdown, whic h l imits 
the charge density in atmospheric p ressure. I t  was not possible to manifest 
the breakdown by seein g or hearing sparks. However,  in an experiment carried 
out in atmospheric pressure an e lectrified region of a Teflon plate was 
made t o pass just beneath the metal electrode. The electrometer in this 
case shows the variations of the charge induced in the metal electrode, 
and t he recorded curve exhibits the same type of jerks.  In this latter case 
breakdown could be detected both by seein g and hearing. I t  therefore seems 
very probable that breakdown causes the jerks in the electrification current 
curves. 

The c onditions for breakdown can in certain cases be found from the so-
called Paschen curves. These a re graphs of the dependence of the sparking 
potential V$  on t he product pd$ ,  where p is  the pressure and d g  is the 
sparking or breakdown distance. I t  has namely been found experi mentally 
that the sparking potential is  a function of the product of the pressure 
and t he sparking distance, i .e.  
V s  = f(pd s) (7.1) 

and t his has been proved theoretically correct.  This relation is called 
Paschen's law. I t  holds true for uniform f ields or non-uniform f ields 
caused by gap geometry. The general shape o f the Paschen curves may be 
deduced from elementary considerations. At very low press ures the collision 
frequency is low, so that sufficient ionization is maintained on ly by i n
creasing the probability of ionization at  each collision; consequently the 
electron velocity,  and thus the electric f ield, must be high. Hence V g  must 
increase as p diminishes when p is  very low. On t he other hand, at  higher 
pressures,  the collision frequency is high, and t he rate of energy loss 
correspondingly high, while the energy gained per free path is low u nless 
the field is correspondingly high. Thus, the field must be increased when p 
is  increased at  high pressures for a given dg ,  and t he curve must show a 
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minimum value of V s  for a certain value of the product pd s .  This minimum 
occurs when pdg  is of the order of 1-10 torr cm. Paschen's law holds strict
ly true only if  the form of the field does n ot change w hen pd g  is changed. 

In the experimental arrangement used in these investigations that condition 
can h ardly be ful1 f i  1 led, since sparking may occur from d ifferent regions 
of the charge track for different pressures.  However,  i t  seems reasonable 
according to the shape of the Paschen curves to assume that for each pressure 
p there exists a region a distance d s  (which can have d ifferent values for 
different pressures) from the metal electrode for which t he conditions for 
sparking are especially favorable.  The geometrical arrangements of the 
experiments would then favor sparking at  pressures of about 10 t orr.  For 
low p ressures,  the value of the sparking potential is  never reached and there
fore sparking does not occur.  

Variations of the electrif ication charge with the pressure similar to those 
found in this investigation were discovered by De beau (1944) in experiments 
where insulating part icles slid down a metal.  The charg e had a minimum 
value at  1 torr.  Debeau ex plained the results as being due to adsorbed 
layers of gas.  Gill  (1948) suggested, however,  that breakdown is the factor 
which l imited the charge in Debeau's experiments and poin ted out the resem
blance between t he curve charge a gainst pressure and t he curve of sparking 
potential against pressure. Medley (1954) rubbed fil ms of nylon and a lka-
thene against a platinum wire at  various pressures.  When he decreased the 
pressure from 760 to rr ,  the charge density first  decreased and had a minimum 
value of about zero for pressures around som e 20 or 30 t orr.  For s t i l l  
decreasing pressure the charge now increa sed and f inally reached a value 
about twice that obtained at  760 torr.  This result  agrees very well with 
rçy findings. Peterson (1954a, b) also found a minimum in the curve charge 
against pressure when a borosilicate glass sphere was rolling in a nickel 
cylinder.  Like Debeau, he found that the minimum value of charge occurred at  
1 torr.  The charge on the glass sphere was mea sured by m eans of a probe 
placed above t he sphere, and Peterson observed that for pressures below 10 
torr all  discharges went to the probe and above 40 torr all  discharges 
occurred to the nickel cylinder.  Peterson explained this observation thus: 
for higher pressures the most favor able distance for sparking becomes 
less than that from the sphere to the probe, and disch arges occur t£ > th e 
cylinder.  For lower p ressures the conditions for discharges to the probe 
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are more fav orable.  This explanation is based on Paschen's law. I t  is 
striking that the minimum values of charge f or various investigators all  
occur a t  pressures of the order bf 1-10 torr although the experimental 
arrangements differ.  

The most important conclusion that can be dra wn from th e measurements 
described in this chapter is,however,  that in some of the experiments carried 
out under atmospheric conditions, breakdown has been the factor which d eter
mined the value of the electrification charge received, and no t solely the 
parameters in regard to which the measurements were ma de. No conclusions 
should therefore be dra wn from t he measurements in atmospheric p ressure 
only, because t he results could be misl eading. These meas urements had to 
be repeated 1n vacu um,and from f igure 7.1 i t  can be seen that i t  is suffi
cient to work in vacuum bet ter than 0.1 torr.  Thus, experiments were c arried 
out in;à pressure of 0.01 torr in which v elocity,  radilus of curvature and 
normal force were v aried. 

7.2 Velocity dependence 

The l inear charge density was measu red f or the velocities 2.0, 0.20 and 
0.02 mm s"^. This investigation, as well as those of radius and fo rce 
dependence, were carried out in the same w ay as corresponding ones in 
atmospheric pressure. The results are summarized in table 7.1. I t  is evident 
that the linear charge density is independent of the velocity even when 
measured in vacuum. 

Table 7.1 

Velocity (mm s"1) 0.02 0.20 2.0 
Charge d ensity (10~^ C cm"1) 2.9 3.0 3.1 

7.3 Radius o f curvature dependence 

The mea surements were c arried out for the smallest ,  an intermediate and 
the largest value of the radii  of curvature used in the measurements under 
atmospheric c onditions. The results are given in table 7.2. 
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Radius of curvature (mm) 0.3 
Charge d ensity (10"^° C cm 3.0 

1.1 
3.1 

4.7 
3.3 

7.4 Force depe ndence 

The results of these measurements are shown in figure 7.3, where i t  can be 
seen that the charge per cm (x) f its well to the formula 

r0.50 

As a comparison the l inear charge densities obtained in the measurements 
in atmospheric pressure are plotted in the same diagram versus F^'^ 
instead of F1^'^ as in figure 6.5. 
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Figure 7.3 Plot of the charge per cm x ve rsus where F is  the 
normal force. 
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7.5 Charging by an e lectrode with ellipsoidal end sur face 

Measurements were ma de in vacuum of the electrification charge generated 
by an electrode with approximately e llipsoidal end s urface. The r adii  of * 
curvature of this end s urface at  the region where c ontact was ma de were 
0.5 mm and 2.5 mm. The a rea swept o ut on the insulator could thus be 
changed by ori enting the ellipsoid in different directions with respect 
to the velocity.  The ratio between the charges acquired when m aximum area 
and m inimum area was swept o ut was found to be 1.7, .  whereas the ratio between 
corresponding track widths was 1.8.  

7.6 Comparisons between vacuum and atmospheric measurements 

Concerning v elocity and radius of curvature the trend is the same fo r the 
results from th e measurements in air  and i n vacuum. Experiments performed 
in vacuum g ave a higher value of the charge densities quite in agreement 
with the results from the investigation of the l inear charge density as a 
function of the ambient pressure presented in section 7.1. 

The v ariation of the l inear charge d ensity x with the normal force F differs,  
however,  in the two cases.  I t  is evident from fig ure 6.5 page 64, that the 
charge per cm received from mea surements in air  f i ts well to the formula 

0 42 X « F '  .  Figure 7.3 on the other hand sho ws a relationship of the form 
x « pO-50 ^ Q r  v a c u u m  measurements when t he normal force does not exceed 
1.5 N. For f orces larger than this x increases sti l l  more rapidly. Possible 
reasons for this are given later in this section. This figure also shows 
that ' there is a l inear relationship between charge and force up t o F = 
= 1. 2 N, when th e values of the charge from the atmospheric mea surements 
are plotted against the square root of the force. The s lope of this l ine is 
however d ifferent,  namely 0.7 times that for the l ine corresponding to the 
vacuum measurements.  This is  in agreement with previously found quota 
between the charge densities received in air  and vac uum re spectively. For 
forces greater than 1.2 N, X diverges from th e straight l ine. A plausible 
explanation is that according to the results of the vacuum m easurements in 
figure 7.3 the charge density increases more rapidly for large normal 
forces than for small ones, leading, to greater probability of breakdown 
with accompanying decrease of the charge on the insulator as a consequence 
when meas uring i n air.  The f act that the l inear charge density in air  for 
large normal forces as a result  of breakdown increases more slowly than 
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for small ones me ans that all  values measured could be f i t ted to the 
0 4? relation x « F as in figure 6.5. 

In order to see if  the large charge d ensity acquired in vacuum me asurements 
for the force 3.0 N could be explai ned by th e influence of frictional 
heating, a thermocouple wa s placed in a hole dril led into the metal elec
trode, so that 1t was s ituated just at  thè contact region when a run wa s 
carried through. The temperature rise of the metal in the contact region 
was how ever l ess than 0.1 degree, so an additional charging due t o fr ic
tional heating could be exclud ed. 

An experiment wa s a lso carried out in which an electrification run wa s 
f irst  made with a normal force of 0.8 N. Then a new run was m ade with a 
normal force of 0.2 N in the charge track made in the previous run with out 
f irst  discharging i t .  The charge now deposited on the already charged 
insulator was n ot zero, however,  but a factor-# 0.3 of what wa s acquired 
when performing a run wi th the force 0.2 N on a fresh part of the same 
insulator strip.  If  one a nticipates the results of experiments being 
described later and assu mes that the charging mec hanism co nsists of electrons 
from th e metal being drawn into traps in the insulator,  the following fac
tors may contribute to this charging. First,  during the time between the 
two runs, electrons may hav e d iffused from tr aps near the surface into 
deeper-lying ones, thus leaving empty on es at  the surface which can readily 
be f i l led again. Experiments concerning the decay of a charge track indicate,  
however,  that the rate of such a process is too slow t o account f or the 
magnitude of charging. Second, although the normal force in the second run 
is  less than in the first ,  owing to irregularit ies on t he metal electrode 
and on the insulator surface, the metal may have been in contact with fresh 
areas within the charged track of the insulator,  and t hird, the metal 
electrode may have c reated new trap s during the first  run as a consequence 
of the force exerted by i t .  For a large normal force a large area of the 
metal electrode is in contact with the insulator thus increasing the possi
bil i ty for the two last  mechanisms mentioned above to give the insulator 
an e xtra amount of charge. 

7.7 Conclusions and disc ussion 

We have seen that the l inear charge density is independent of the rélative 
velocity,  that i t  is independent of the radius of curvature and that i ts 
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variation with the force could be exp ressed by a simple power law x « F*1*50 

for forces less than 1.5 N. 

Figure 6,7 page 66 Indicates that the fraction of untouched area within 
the general area of contact is  larger for small normal forces than for 
large ones, and thu s that the real area of contact would in crease more 
rapidly with force than the apparent area, where t he latter is given by 
the product of the length and t he track width. It  must be noted, however,  

0 43 that the track width varies more slowly with applied normal force (« F * )  
than is predicted by M eyer (1908), Archard (1957) and Greenwood and Tripp 
(1970-1) (« F^*^, corresponding to direct proportionali ty between contact 
area and fo rce in the case of stat ic indentation).  This depends on the fact 
that for the constant length of the track, the width of I t  constitutes a 
measure of the apparent area of contact,  while the theoretical predictions 
are valid for the real area of contact.  The relation found by most i nvesti
gators A « Fn  where n takes a value between the theoretical expectation for 
elastic deformation (0.33) and for plast ic deformation (0,50) is valid for 
the apparent area. 

Thus, the real contact area varies with the applied normal force with an 
exponent larger than 0.43. I t  seems therefore plausible to assume that the 
value of this exponent is  0,50. The charge deposited on t he insulator would 
consequently be proportional to the real area of contact within the range 
of the parameter values, for which t he above sum ming-up i s valid.  The 
results from th e measurements wit h the electrode with el lipsoidal end s ur
face support the hypothesis of proportionality between charge and a rea. 

Lacking know ledge of thé way irj  whi ch the Teflon surface deforms, one does 
not know the real area of contact.  Therefore one mus t express the charge 
density as the charge per unit  apparent area. The app arent area used is 
|hat which 1s observed f or the normal force 0.50 N, which 1s an intermediate 
value. From th e experiments performed, one can thus conclude t hat Teflon 

-8  -2  acquires a charge of -  2.4 x 10 C cm when sli ding against copper.  

Velocity dependence of the charging of nylon monofils rubbed with a Ta wire 
is reported by Cu nningham a nd Mo ntgomery (1958). They fin d à charge which 
is  approximately proportional to velocity up t o about 20 mm s~*, tending 
to a constant value at  higher velocities.  I  f ind a constant value throughout 
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their proportionality region, and I  believe that the difference arises from 
conductive recombination in nylon. The e ffect of varying force is given 
by M edley (1954) for Pt and keratin fiber.  The depen dence i s  in qualitative 
agreement wit h the present results.  The depen dence of charge on norm al 
force and fil ament diameter for nylon monofils rubbed on a Ta wire has been 
invest igated by M ontgomery et  al (1961). Their data suggest a relation 

0 5 q « F ,  which with a dependence on the filament diameter for the geometry 
of their arrangements lead to the conclusion that the charge is proportional 
to the true or real area of contact.  Sasaki (1969) also concluded that the 
charge generated on a polypropylene sample i s  proportional to the real area 
of contact when i t  is rubbed ag ainst both me tals and insulators.  The charge 
was approximately independent of the rub velocity in the interval 1-11 mm s"*^ 
for the electrification system polyprop ylene-Pt.  

Investigations of the relationship between charge and nor mal force for 
NaCl and Al£0^ rubbed ag ainst a Ta wire have been ma de by Chal lande e t  al 
(1967). They fin d a l inear relationship for the perfect crystal of AlgO^ 
and an exponential relationship for NaCl owing to latt ice defects present.  
Challande used insulating materials quite different from polymers and 
the charging mechanism fo r the crystals used m ay be different from th at 
for polymers,  which perhaps can be the reason for the discrepancy between 
his results and mine. 

Cunningham (1964) found a l inear relationship between charge per unit  area 
and wo rk p er unit  area of an insulating belt  passing over grounded metal 
rollers for small values of work. For large values of work Cunningham (1966) 
found that the charge approached a l imiting value. If  Amonton's law of 
friction (frictlonal force is proportional to normal force) holds true in 
that case, then the charge generated is directly proportional to the normal 
force for l«w valu es of this quantity and independent of the normal force 
for high values of the force. These results are not consistent with those 
presented in this paper,  but the two investigations are not directly com
parable since Cunningham r elates the charge to the work done and not to the 
normal force. 

The p roportionality found betwe en charge and area in my in vestigations is,  
of course, compatible wit h the contact potential theory, but the same is 
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true of other theories which have been advanced. My re sults indicate that 
electrification in the sliding mode m ay be analysed and interpreted as 
simply as the l ift ing mode experiments ,  and t hat i t  can be used for investi  
gation of the fundamental mechanism of charge transfer.  
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8 MEASUREMENTS W ITH E LECTRODES O F D IFFERENT M ETALS 

8.1 Experimental arrangement 

In o rder to investigate the influence of the metal work function on the 
charging of Teflon electrification experiments were carried out with 
electrodes of Al,  Au, Cu, Mg, Ni,  Pt and Dura!.  Ten me asurements were m ade 

-5 with each of the metal electrodes in a vacuum be tter than 2 x 10 torr.  
In order to avoid, as far as possible,  the risk that inhomogeneities in the 
Teflon batch from w hich the experimental specimens were taken would i nfluence 
the electrification experiments,  on each Teflon specimen used an equal 
number of runs wi th each metal electrode was mad e. S uccessive runs with 
the same el ectrode could be ma de without breaking the vacuum, and w hen 
changing metal electrode the Teflon specimen was disc harged. The co ntact 
potential between t he metal electrode to be used in the electrification 
experiment and the Pt reference electrode was mea sured in a vacuum be tter 

-5 than 2 x 10 torr immediately befo re the electrification run; the latter 
could then be perform ed with out breaking the vacuum as described in 
chapter 5.2, 

In order not to contaminate the metal,  no p olish was usdd in the preparation 
of the spherical end s urfaces of the electrodes. These were prepared twice 
during the experiment series to avoid too much ab rasion. 

The radius of curvature of the electrodes used wa s 1.5 mm, the normal force 
0.50 N and the velocity 0.8 mm s~\ 

8.2 Contact potential measurements 

The contact potentials between the metal electrodes used and the Pt reference 
electrode were me asured in connexion with the electrification experiments 
as described in chapter 5.2. The mea surements were m ade onl y immediately 
before and no t after the electrif ication runs, because the values obtained 
after the runs were inconsistent.  Sometimes the values were t he same as 
measured before the run, but otherwise large negative values were obta ined, 
and t hese were also time-dependent.  The reason f or this discrepancy is 
probably that small,  negatively-charged pieces of Teflon have attac hed 
themselves to the metal electrode, so in these cases i t  is not the real 
contact potential which i s  measured. 
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The val ues of the contact potentials between the metals used and the 
reference metal Pt are given in table 8.1 together with the standard 
deviations. 

Table 8.1 

Metal Contact potential Standard deviation (VI 
yersus Pt.(V) 

Mg + 0 .96 0.19 
Al + 0.61 0.17 
Dural + 0.3 5 0.07 
Pt 0.00 0.02 
Ni -  0.04 • 0.07 
Cu -  0.18 0.08 
Au -  0.23 0.07 

The val ue obtained for Cu indicates a remarkably high work fun ction 
compared w ith the sparse values found in réference sources. A possi ble 
reason for this may be that the metals are prepared in atmospheric pressure 
and no cleaning procedure is  applied in vacuum, and t herefore the values 
in table 8.1 may be mo re o r less affected by oxide layers and adsorbed 
atoms. R1v10re (1957) measured t he contact potential between clean metal 
surfaces in ultra high vacuum using the vibrating condenser meth od, and h is 
results show th at the work function of Cu is  lower than that obtained from 
table 8.1 when comparing t he contact potentials of Cu, Au, N1 and Al versus 
a reference metal.  

To se e if  the crystall inity of the Cu electrode would have a noticeable 
influence on the contact potential and thus explain the value in table 8.1, 
a Cu electrode formed as a plate was ma de. This plate was heated, a process 
which caused the plate to recrystall ize.  After cooling the plate was bent 
sharply and then straightened in the middle, thus destroying the crystall i
nity in that region. The c ontact potential of different regions of different 
degrees of crystall inity could then be measured, but no si gnificant diffe
rences could be observ ed. 

For the other metals,  however,  there is reasonable agreement between the 
values measured and those found i n reference sources. Thus i t  might 
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probably be said that the contact potentials measured a re representative 
of the work fun ctions of the clean metals.  

The variation with the pressure of the contact potentials was a lso studied 
to see if  i t  had any sig nificance in the pressure region in which t he 
measurements were made. The results are shown in figure 8.1, from w hich 
i t  can be seen that for each o f the metals the contact potential decreases 
with decreasing pressure in the region from 760 to rr to 10"^ torr.  Except 
for Mg» the contact potential is  constant for Tower pre ssures,  so the 
dependence on th e pressure is not cri t ical for the measurements.  Furthermore, 
i t  seems u nlikely that an improvement of the vacuum to 10"® to rr,  which i s  
the ultimate pressure with the pump equipme nt,  would drastically alter the 

-5 conditions present at  the working p ressure 2  x 10 torr.  The trend is the 
same f or decreasing and i ncreasing pressure, and the variation is probably 
due to the release and ad sorption of atoms. 
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8.3 Work functi on dependence o f charge 

The results from th e electrification experiments with electrodes of different 
metals are shown in figure 8.2, where t he linear charge d ensity deposited 
on t he Teflon surface by a certain metal electrode is plotted against the 
measured co ntact potential of this metal relative Pt.  

Cu Pt 
Durai 4x10 

+ 1.5 +1.0 +0.5 0.0 -0.5 

C P D  ( V )  

Figure 8.2 Plot of the charge per cm x ag ainst the contact potential 
measured relative Pt.  Standard deviations are marked. 
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Disregarding Cu, for which the value is marked by a circle as distinct 
from th e other values plotted, the l inear dependence is  quite evident.  The 
charge d ensity obtained from Cu is  too great in relation to the contact 
potential measured to fi t  the l inear relation. However,  as mentioned before, 
the contact potential value for Cu indicates a remarkably large work func
tion. The metal surfaces are not clean at  the beginning of the electrif ication 
experiments,  but during the run they are scraped, and this can be seen after 
the run, so i t  seems reasonable to suppose t hat the contact is  between the 

- 5  insulator and the clean metal.  Since the vacuum i s not better than 10 torr ,  
the metal end su rface will  be covered by adsorbed gas atoms wit hin a few 
tenths of a second. This layer may a ffect the work fu nction of the metals 
in some of the ways described in chapter 4.2.4. If  one assu mes that for 
some reason electronegative atoms a re adsorbed more r eadily on Cu than on 
the other metals used, thus increasing the work f unction, then the contact 
potential relative Pt measured before or after the electrification experiment 
represents a larger work function than that which is effective during an 
electrif ication experiment.  As a consequence of this the circle representing 
Cu should be mo ved to the right in figure 8.2 and i t  would then f it  the 
l inear relation better.  

8.4 Conclusions and disc ussion 

A l in ear relation was found between the l inear charge density and the contact 
potential.  As the radius of curvature and the normal force were th e same f or 
each metal electrode, and t he apparent contact area was found to be the same, 
one can state that the real area of contact also was the same f or all  metals 
used. As contact potentials give relative values of work functions, the 
obtained results can be expre ssed by saying that the charge per unit  area 
deposited on Teflon by a metal is  directly proportional to the work fun ction 
of the metal.  The charge per unit  area of apparent contact is  given in 
table 8.2 

Table 8.2 

Metal Charge de nsity on Teflon (10"^ C cm"^) 

Mg 
Al 
Dural 

-  2 . 6  
-  2 .2  
-  2 . 0  
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Pt -  1.5 
Ni -  1.3 
Cu -  2.3 
Au -  1.5 

Consider now the time i t  takes the charging process to occur.  Table 7.2 in 
-10 -1 chapter 7.3 gives a l inear charge density of 3.0 x 10 C cm for a Cu-

electrode with radius of curvature equal to 0.3 mm sliding over the insulator 
with a velocity of 2 nm s"l  The track width for the normal force used wa s 
found to be 0.1 mm, and this is also the diameter of the instantaneous con
tact region. With the velocity used, no p oint on the insulator will  be in 
contact with the metal for more.than 0.05 seconds. During this time that part  
of the Teflon surface which is in contact with the metal acquires the charge 

o „o -1 
density 2.7 x 10 C cm .  Using the velocity 0.02 mm s  and the radius 
1.5 mm, contact is  extended to 7 seconds, a factor 140 larger than the time 
obtained above. Table 7.1 in chapter 7.2 gives a l inear charge density of 
2.9 x TO"1 0  C cnf\  i .e.  approximately the same a s in the previous example. 
The charging can thus be co nsidered to be instantaneous, since after the 
first  few hundredths of a second, no fu rther charging of noticeable magni
tude takes place. 

The experimental findings of this investigation, a l inear relationship 
between the polymer charge density and the metal work function and an effec
tive charging time o f less than one tenth of a second, support the theory 
of Bauser et  al (1971) and Krupp (1971). This theory, which is described in 
chapter 2.2.1, can be sum marized by sa ying that a polymer in contact with a 
metal is  instantaneously charged by m eans of electrons from the metal f i l l ing 
empty surfa ce states up t o a level corresponding to the Fermi level of the 
metal.  Equation (2.17) gives the charge density obtained from th is theory: 

a = e D s(l^ -  W l) (2.17) 

As can be seen from this equation, the charge density is directly propor
tional to the metal work fu nction when t he energy d istribution of the sur
face states (D s) is  continuous. The l inearity found betw een t hese parameters 
thus indicates that the number of surface states per unit  energy and unit  
area is constant and can be calculated from th e slope of the l ine in figure 
8.2 by conver ting l inear charge density to charge per unit  area, and c ontact 
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potentials to relative values of work fu nctions. One find s that 
Dg  = 7 X 10^ eV"' '  cm"2 .  This value fulfils the condition 

P 2  7  Dg  << 1 ,  even when taki ng into account the fact that the charge per 

unit  area of real contact is  larger thus giving a greater value of Dg  than 
that mentioned above, which i t  had to do in order that equation (2.17) 
should be valid,  z is  the distance between the bodies in contact and i s 
about 4 Â. o does not depend on z,  for which reason there will  be no back 
tunnelling of charge, so the values in table 8.2 are representative of the 
charging due to contact between these metals and Teflo n. 

Hays and Donald (1972) also suggest this charging mechanism fo r explaining 
their experimental findings described in chapter 2.2.1. 

The l inear relationship between a and W m  f or metal-insulator systems has been 
confirmed by among ot hers Arridge (1967), Davies (1967a, 1969), Cunningham 
and Hood (1970), as mentioned in chapter 2.2.1. Of these investigators,  only 
Davies (1969) studied the charging of PTFE. The onl y fact mentioned about 
the preparation of the polymers in his experiments is  that they are washed 
with isopropanol.  Davies found, however (and this is quite remarkable),  that 
PTFE acquired a posit ive charge from c ontact with Pt and Au, that is,  the 
work function of PTFE w ould be s maller than that of these two me tals.  Extra
polating the line in figure 8.2 gives a work function for Teflon which is  
about 1.5 and 1.3 eV la rger than those of Pt and Au respectively. These values 
are in reasonable agreement w ith the value of the work function for Teflon 
found by St relia (not published) and wh ich is mentioned by Seanor (1972). 
According to Strella the work function for Teflon is about 1 eV la rger than 
that of Au. Kittaka (1959) also found the work function of Teflon to be 
larger than that of Pt from the fact that Teflon charged ne gatively against 
Pt.  

5  1  On t he other hand t he charging of a -  in sphere of Teflon against -
in spheres of steel,  chromium and gold was found by Harper (1953) to be below 

-10 -? the limit of sensitivity of his apparatus (3 x 10 C cm ) .  Harper prepared 
the Teflon spheres mechanically by using a microtome. The lac k of charging 
of Teflon in contact with metals is in disagreement with the results of the 
present investigation (and of all  others concerning Teflon as far as the 
author is aware).  
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According to equation (2.17),  the charge d ensity is proportional to the 
surface s tate density.  A possibl e explanation of the disagreement betw een 
the findings of Harper (1953) and t he results from t his investigation may 
be that the different mechanical preparation methods used have created diffe
rent densities of surface states leading to different degrees of charging. 

In conclusion one can say that although the results from t hese investigations 
support the theory for charging of a metal-polymer system w orked ou t by 
Bauser et  al (1971) and Krupp (1971), equation (2.17) has not been experi
mentally verified in a satisfactory way, since no independent mea surement 
has been ma de eit her of the surface state density for the Teflon specimens 
used, or of the work fu nction difference between Teflon and P t.  
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APPENDIX BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The bibliography will  comprise theoretical and experimental works of 
importance in the field of "static electrification of solids".  The ma jority 
of the works treat systems of which a t  least one insulator is an integral 
part ,  and in a few wor ks semiconductor s are involved. Metal-metal systems 
will  not be mentioned. A distinction is made betw een perpendicular and 
tangential separation mode. Those experiment s in which t he investigations 
concern parameters characterist ic of the tangential separation mode, such 
as velocity,  normal force and rub length, are collected under t he heading 
of "frict ional electrification". This is the current notation even if  the 
friction involved does not play an important part .  Otherwise t he two 
separation modes a re not distinguished, but the works are divided according 
to the parameters who se ef fects are investigated. Special charging mechanisms, 
such as electrificat ion by cleavag e and deformat ion, will  also constitute 
separate groups. The wor ks are classified under t he following headings: 

General (monographs, reviews, conference works) 
Measuring me thods 
Electron energy levels (in polymers and am orphous insulators) 
Theories of electronic charging 
Ionic charging (theory and experiment) 
Electrification by cleavage and deformation 
Triboelectric series 

Frictional ^electrification (velocity,  force, rub 1ength, radius of 
curvature etc) 

Atobient conditions (pressure, relative humidity e tc) 
Electric field 
Irradiation 
Metallic work f unction 
Resistivity 
Temperature 
Time 
Semiconductors 
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